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Résumé 

La présente thèse étudie la discrimination du bruit d'entrée/ de sortie des moteurs d'avion dans 

des tests statiques en champ libre en utilisant des antennes de microphones en champ lointain. 

Diverses techniques sont comparées pour ce problème, dont la fol1)1ation de voie classique (CB), 

la méthode inverse régularisée (régularisation de Tikhonov), la formation de voies généralisée 

inverse (L 1-GIB), Clean-PSF, Clean-SC et deux méthodes proposées qui s'appellent la méthode 

hybride et la méthode Clean-hybride. La méthode la formation de voie classique est 

désavantagée en raison de son besoin de nombreux microphones de mesure. De même, la 

méthode inverse est désavantagée en raison du besoin d'information a priori sur les sources. La 

régularisation Tikhonov classique fournit des améliorations dans. la stabilité de la solution; 

cependant elle reste désavantageuse en raison de son exigence d'imposer une pénalité plus fo1te 

pour des positions de source non détectées. Des sources cohérentes et incohérentes peuvent être 

résolues par la formation de voies généralisée inverse (Ll-GIB). Cet algorithme peut identifier 

les sources multi- polaires aussi bien que les sources monopolaires. Cependant, l'identification 

de source par la formation de voies généralisée inverse prend beaucoup de temps et exige un 

ordinateur avec une capacité de mémoire élevée. La méthode hybride est une nouvelle méthode 

de régularisation qui implique l'utilisation d'untraitement par formation de voie a priori pour 

définir une norme discrète et dépendante des données pour la régularisation du problème 

inverse. En comparaison avec la formation de voie classique et la méthode inverse, l'approche 

hybride (régularisation par formation de voie) fournit des cartographies améliorées d'amplitudes 

de sources sans aucune complexité supplémentaire substantielle. Bien que la méthode hybride 

lève les limitations des méthodes classiques, l'application de cette méthode pour l'identification 

de sources de faible puissance en présence de sources de forte puissance n'c:st pas satisfaisante. 

On peut expliquer ceci par la plus grande pénalisation appliquée à la source plus faible dans la 

méthode hybride, qui aboutit à la sous-estimation de l'amplitude de cette source. Pour surmonter 

ce défaut, la méthode Clean-SC et la méthode Clean-hybrides proposée qui est une combinaison 

de la méthode hybride et de Clcan-SC sont appliquées. Ces méthodes éliminent l'effet des 

sources fortes dans les cartographies de puissance de sources pour identifier les sources plus 

faibles. Les méthodes proposées qui représentent la contribution principale de cette thèse 

conduisent à des résultats fiables et ouvrent des nouvelles voies de recherche. L'étude théorique 



de toutes les approches est menée pour divers types de sources et de configurations 

microphoniques. Pour valider l'étude théorique, plusieurs expériences en laboratoire sont 

réalisées à Université de Sherbrooke. Les méthodes proposées ont été appliquées aux données 

de bruit mesurées d'une turbo-soufflante Pratt & Whitney Canada pour fournir une meilleure 

résolution spatiale des sources acoustique et une solution robuste avec un nombre limité des 

microphones de mesure comparé aux méthodes existantes. 

Mots-clés : identification de source, bruit de moteur, inverse, hybride, Hybride-Clean, 

formation de voie. 
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Summary 
This thesis considers the discrimination of inlet / exhaust noise of aero-engines in free-field 

static tests using far-field microphone arrays. Various techniques are compared for this problem, 

including classical beamforming (CB), regularized inverse method (Tikhonov regularization), 

LI- gencralized inverse beamforming (Ll-GIB), clean-PSF, clean-SC and two novel methods 

which are called hybrid method and clean-hybrid. The classical beamforming method is 

disadvantaged due to its need for a high number of measurement microphones in accordance 

with the requirements. Similarly, the inverse method is disadvantaged due to their need of · 

having a priori source information. The classical Tikhonov regularization provides 

irnprovernents in solution stability, however continues to be disadvantaged due to its 

requirement of imposing a stronger penalty for undetected source positions. Coherent and 

incoherent sources are resolved by L 1- generalized inverse bearnforrning (Ll-GIB). This 

algorithm can distinguish the multipole sources as well as the monopoles sources. However, 

source identification by L 1- generalized inverse beamforming takes much time and requires a 

PC with high memory. The hybrid method is a new regularization method which involves the 

use of an a priori beamforming measurement to define a data-dependent discrete smoothing 

norm for the regularization of the inverse problem. Compared to the classical beamforming and 

the inverse modeling, the hybrid (beamforming regularization) approach provides improved 

source strength maps without substantial added complexity. Although the hybrid method rather 

solves the disadvantage of the former methods, the application ofthis method for identification 

of weaker sources in the prcsencc of the strong sources isn't satisfactory. This can be explained 

by the large penalization being applied to the weaker source in the hybrid method, which results 

in underestimation of source strength for this source. To overcome this defect, the clean-SC 

method and the proposed clean-hybrid method, which is a combination of the hybrid method 

and the clean-SC, are applied. These methods remove the effect of the strong sources in source 

power maps to identify the weaker sources. The proposed methods which represent the main 

contribution of this thesis show promising results and opens new research avenues. Theoretical 

study of all approaches is performed for various sources and configurations of array. ln order 

to validate the theoretical study, sever~\ laboratory experiments are conducted at Université de 

Sherbrooke. The proposed methods have further been applied to the measured noise data from 

a Pratt & Whitney Canada turbo-fan engine and have becn observed to provide better spatial 
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resolution and solution robustness with a limited number of measurement microphones 

compared to the existing methods. 

Keywords: Source identification, Engine noise, Beamforming, Inverse, Hybrid, Clean-hybrid 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Context 
This research is completed under the supervision of Professor A.Berry at Group d' Acoustique 

de l'Universite de Sherbrooke. This research has been financially supported by Pratt & Whitney 

Canada Corporation to discriminate inlet/outlet noises on aircraft engines using phase array 

methods in farfield condition. Base on the results, it will be possible to detect these noises by 

using the novel approaches with more resolution than the classical methods. 

1.2 Technological Problem & scientific problem 
The most evident environmental impact of airplanes is noise. The effects of noise on people 

motivate researchers to reduce aircraft noise. Aircraft noise is different at various flight 

conditions. The chief sources of aircraft noise occur in landing and taking off conditions. 

Although individual aircraft has become quieter in the recent past, tlight frequencies have 

increased. As a consequence, aircraft noise is giving rise to people's concern. Airplane noise 

leads to passengers or even airplane staff feeling stressed and irritated. Since this noise occurs 

continuously, it can be annoying despite its low amplitude. Airplane noise also incrcascs 

concern about air crashes for some passengers who are sensitive to aircraft noise. lnterference 

with sleep patterns is another problem which is frequently reported by people living near 

airports. A recent study of residents who are living close to airports, mentioned that between 1 

in 5 and 1 in 10 people often report difficulty going to sleep or being woken early (Parliamentary 

Office of Science and Technology, 2003). In addition, certain evidence has been reported of 

mental illness occurring becau.se of noise. The question is how this noise is created. 

Compression and rarefaction of the air happens due to the moving aircraft which causes motion 

of air molecules. This movement of air molecules propagates pressure waves in the air and the 

pressure waves produce an unpleasant hearing for human. The airflow around the fuselage and 

control surfaces of the aircraft produce aerodynamic noise, and aircraft speed increases this 

type of noise. The main part of aircraft noise is occurred through engine especially during 

takeoff and climb when the speed of the tips of the fan blades is supersonic. The majority of 

engine noise is due to jet noise and turbofans. The moving parts of the engine are the main 
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reason behind the creation noise. The contact between flows with the moving parts produces 

unpleasant sound. To solve these problems, many studies have been carried to reduce aircraft 

noise. To reduce aircraft noise two main tasks must be performed: 

1. Localization of sound sources 

li. Finding a method in order to eliminate or at least reduce the noise 

This study focuses on the first step of this goal, which will be explained in the next chapters. 

As mentioned, engine is the main part of airplane noise for which researchers have a special 

attention. Extensive work has been performed to deve\op the source identification methods in 

order to identify the various . noise sources of aero-engines (fan, compressor, turbine, 

combustion, jet exhaust). The relative significance of various noise of engine is shown in the 

Figure l. l (Jul\iard, 2006). This means the amplitudes of noise in different parts of engine are 

relatively different. This study attempts to estimate locations and amplitudes of'engine sources. 

The source identification methods are usually based on the phased array beamforming (Sijtsma, 

2007), (Bravo & Maury.C., 2007) and (Michel, et al., 2006) or the inverse methods (Bravo & 

Maury.C., 2007), (Michel, et al., 2006) and (Yoon & Nelson, 2000) have been implemented 

using microphone arrays relatively close to the engine. The classical beamforming method is 

disadvantaged due to its need for a high number of measurement microphones in accordance to 

the requirements. Similarly, the inverse methods are disadvantaged due to their need of having 

an a priori source information. Researchers have applied a variety of algorithms to detect noise 

sources and attempt to increase resolution and accuracy of source strength map by removing or 

filtcring side lobes (unreal sources) from this map. The sidelobes are unreal sources that cannot 

be distinguished from the mainlobe (real source) in the source power map. This effect is shown 

in Figure 1.2. A plane wave emerge from 30° which is shown by the mainlobe in directivity 

plot. However, several sidelobes are placed close to the mainlobe that cannot be distinguished 

from the main lobe. Consequently, researchers have attempted to find approaches that remove 

the sidelobes. Configuration of array is an important parameter which strongly affects source 

identification. There are several possibilities for array structure including linear array, grid array, 

circular array, etc. For. optimal performance, an attempt will be made in this study to find the 

best array configuration for this special case. 
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Figure 1.2 : Directivity plot of a plane wave in 30° 

ln this research, the aim is to discriminate noise in the in let and exhaust let of the aircraft enginc. 

ln the recent past, several studies have been implemented on noise identification in a!rcraft 

engine. However, in this project, we attempt to install a far field array configuration around the 

aircraft engine (approximately 45m) to detect the sources (location and amplitude) on aircraft. 

As earlier mentioned, classical methods (the conventional beamforming and the inverse method) 

have the drawbacks such as big sidelobes which cause incorrect identification of the sources. 

Therefore, this study attempts to apply an improved source identification method with higher 

resolution map that is suitable for far field array configuration. From the given discussion an 
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important question which has not been adequately answered previously is identified. This 

question is stated as follows: 

What are the most accurate melhod and besJ configuration of array to identify in/et/out/et aero-
engine noise in far:field condilion? 

1.3 Objective -
This study specifically addresses the requirement for separation of noise sources emanating 

from the inlet and exhaust ducts of aircraft engines using far field microphone arrays. ln the 

problem under study, the acoustic data are provided by microphones distributed over a semi-

circular arc at approximately 45m from a static engine stand. In this study, different algorithms 

are evaluated for source identification. A nove! hybrid method (Gauthier, et al., 2011), which is 

a combination of inverse modeling and conventional beamforming, is applied. Compared to 

conventional beamforming and inverse modeling, this approach provides improved source 

strength maps. However, this method doesn't always lead to reasonable results. For the hybrid 

method, identification of sources with low amplitude in presence of the strong sources is 

particularly difficult. Hence, to solve this imperfection, this navet method is combined with 

Clean-SC method. This method was initially investigated at Université de Sherbrooke for sound 

field extrapolation in small, closed environments based on sound field measurement with a 

microphone array. The method has proven to provide source localization in free-field, diffuse 

field and modal situations with better spatial resolution than conventional beamforming and 

inverse methods. To this end, the following tasks are designed. 

1.3.1 Task (1): Literature Review 

Conduct a literature review on previous studies which are related to the topic of this research 

1.3.2 Task (Il): Theoretical Study of Source Iden.tification Algorithms 

Review of classical source identification methods as well as the novel algorithms for simulation 

data. The hybrid method that builds upon the beneficial attributes of both the beam-forming and 

inverse methods is introduced. ln order to improve the resolution maps, the hybrid method 

combines with the clean-SC method. In other to achieve the best sound identification method 

and the best array configuration for the far-field condition, the simulation of various sources and 

configurations are evaluated. 
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1.3.3 Task (III): Laboratory Test 

Validation of the methods with laboratory experiments on a test set-up that involves sound 

radiation from two co-axial waveguides and a circular array of microphones in a hemi-anechoic 

room. ln these experiments, the frequency content and magnitude of the sources were varicd as 

well as microphone array configurations in order to test the source identification algorithms and 

determine the promising array configurations for this prob\em. 

1.3.4 Task (IV): Application of Algorithms to Real Engine Data 

ln order to measure inlet/outlet noise in aircraft engine, Pratt & Whitney Canada Corporation 

according to the simulation and the laboratory results, installed an array of microphones around 

the turbofan engine in far-field condition. Far-field engine noise testing is a standard procedure 

in the development cycle of any turbo-fan engine. The testing is done using a sem i-circular array 

of microphone installed a fixed distance from the engine. Separating the noise recordcd at the 

ground microphone location and accounting the contribution from the inlet and exhaust noise 

source is often required to have a more refined estima te of the aircraft noise and to create noise 

reduction strategies. 

The best source identification methods validated in sections Il and III were tested and validated 

using the measured static noise data for a medium-bypass ratio turbo-fan engine, provided by 

Pratt and Whitney Canada Corporation. 

1.4 Summary 
ln this chapter the importance of source identification of aero-engine was presented. ln addition, 

the main tasks of this study were explained. Chapter 2 provides a literature review of array 

methods. lt also reviews previous source identification methods which have been applied to 

detect aircraft engine noises. Moreover, the concept of array (important paramcters) is explained 

in the rest of the chapter. Chapter 3 introduces theories of array techniques which are applied in 

this study. Chapter 4 deals with simulation results that demonstrate performance of various 

algorithms. ln this chapter, we simulate various types of sources including monopole, di pole, 

quadrupole, coherent and incoherent sources. The goal of these simulations is to examine the 

effectiveness of the source identification methods for the detection of the known simulated 

sources. ln Chapter 5 the source identification methods and the best array configuration are 

validated using laboratory experiments on a test set-up that involves sound radiation from two 
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co-axial waveguides and a serni-circular array of microphones in a hemi-anechoic room. This 

helps us in finding the satisfactory algorithms for our research. Chapter 6 discusses application 

of the algorithms to real engine tests. The engine tests data are applied to the best algorithm in 

order to detect sources in inlet/exhaust air craft engine. Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the 

contributions and future directions. 
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CHAPTER 2 LITERA TURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 
This chapter provides a briefbackground of sensor arrays and their application before reviewing 

previous studies on noise identification in aircraft engine using phased-array methods. Finally, 

some essential concepts of array will be explained. 

2.2 Literature Review of Noise Identification of Aircraft Engines 
Sijtsma has studied the feasibility of noise source location by phased array beamforming in 

engine ducts (Sijtsma, 2007). By advanced array techniques, broadband and tonal noise sources 

were identified. He applied the beamforming algorithm for fan rig measurements with a 

microphone array upstream of the fan (see Figure 2.1 ). The main goal of this study was to 

process tonal noise and broad band noise separately and also to apply the beamforming on 

stationary source and rotating sources. The circular array was applied to azimutal mode 

detection. Since the beamforming for this circular array doesn 't give any information about the 

axial position of the sound sources, a number of parallel microphone rings in the intake were 

used. This new configuration partially salves this disadvantage and it can be partly rcmoved, 

cspecia\ly at the higher frequencies. To examine the effects of an intake liner, a simulation study 

was implemented. Using a Green ' s function in a lined tlow duct, synthesized microphone data 

is obtained. This liner is extremely essential for acquiring satisfactory the beamforming results. 

However, the liner properties are not critical for this. The simulations also demonstratedthat the 

inlet mode detection doesn't have axial resolution. 
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Figure 2.1 : Drawing of fan rig; the mode detection array is located on the grey 
strip in the intake (fan and array diameter ±80 cm, array ±40 cm ahead of the fan) 

(Sijtsma, 2007) 

T.Bravo et.al tested the beamforming and the inverse methods for the localization of in-duct 

sources (Bravo & Maury, 2007). A circular array of microphones was modeled in a cross section 

of the circular duct and source elements were also assumed on the duct walls (Figure 2.2). They 

compared both methods according to two parameters: the axial distance between the array and 

the sources, and the frequency range. The performances of different beamforming techniques 

and regularized inverse method for identification of coherent and incoherent sources have been 

tested. The results show that when the sources are highly correlated or when the frequency is 

low, beamforming behaves poorly. The inverse method is less sensitive to the degree of 

coherence between the sources and has the advantage of providing correct source strength 

amplitude. 
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Figure 2.2 : Schematic diagram of the set-up considered with the source and 
microphone positions into a hard-walled infinite duct (Bravo & Maury, 2007). 

M.J.Fisher and co-workers have applied the polar correlation method for the localization of 

sources in aero-engine jet (Fisher, et al., 1977). They set up an array of far field microphones 

on a polar arc surrounding the jet (See Figure 2.3). This technique can be used to derive the 

complex source strengths of a continuous distribution of uncorrelated sources representing jet 

noise in the frequency domain, from the complex sound pressures readings over a circular arc 

and their cross-spectral power density. 
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Figure 2.3 : Geometry for polar correlation applied to jet noise (Fisher, et al., 
1977) 
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Michel (Michel & Funke, 2008) compared inverse methods with conventional beamforming 

for the source distribution a long the axis of a high bypass ratio aeroengine. They used a linear 

array of 128 microphones parallcl to the engine axis in an open air test. Figure 2.4 shows the 

microphone positions in relation to the location of the engine. For estimation of unknown source 

strengths, the matrix of the cross-spectra of the microphones with a set of assumed monopole 

point sources along the engine axis was used. They demonstrated that for a high bypass ratio 

aeroengine, both the source strengths and the directivities of all sound sources can be obtained. 

The measurement was made in an open air test bed with a line array o( microphones which are 

parallel to the engine axis in the geometric near field of the engine. Results show that inverse 

method has a far superior source resolution capability than the beamforming map in low 

frequency. 

Microphone layout and engine location 

1:.i 
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Figure 2.4 : Positions of the li ne array of microphones and of the aeroenginc. 
The line array is longer in the forward arc (x > 0) than in the rear arc. The jet is 

on the left side of the figure and extends substantially past the left end of the 
array (Michel, 2008). 

Si lier et.al discussed the application of microphone antennas for acoustic indoor tests of aircraft 

engines (Si lier, et al., 2008). Such tests are conducted in the development phase of engines in 

order to identify and solve specific noise problems. A linear microphone array was installed on 

the right sidc wall whcn looking upstream (see Figure 2.5). The authors claimed that by using a 
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special arrangement, the effect of sound waves retlected by the chamber walls has been 

minimized. The test was carried out at the indoor engine test facility of Lufthansa Technik in 

Hamburg. The microphone cross-spectral matrices are the input of the beamforming algorithm 

in the frequency domain. On the engine inlet region, a sub-array of microphones was focused. 

This sub-array was movable and by moving the sub-array along the linear array (advancing by 

one microphone at each step), they obtained the directivity of the cngine in let. 

Figure 2.5 : Positions of the line array of microphones and of the aeroengine . 
The line array is longer in the forward arc (x > 0) than in the rear arc. The jet is 

on the left side of the figure and extends substantially past the le ft end of the 
array (Siller, et al., 2008) 

Glenn et.al investigated jet noise source localization using a linear phased array (Glenn & 

Bridges, 2004). The main purpose of this research was to localize aero acoustics sources in 

aircraft exhaust jet. Two model engine nozzles were tested for various power cycles. 16 B&K 

4135 microphones array was installed para\lel to the jet axis. Figure 2.6 shows the schematic of 

this test. Both conventional and minimum variance (for highest spatial resolution) beamforming 

are applied for this experiment. The beamforming approach evaluates the noise source 

distributions along the jet at different frequencies. The effect of free jet flow on jet noise 

distribution and also the effect of phased array distance from the jet on the resolution were 

investigated. The results show that by increasing the distance of array from the source, the 

spatial resolution is decreased. 
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Figure 2.6: Test rig and microphone in facility in the NASA John H. Glenn 
Research Center (Glenn & Bridges, 2004) 

Recently deconvolution methods and matrix analysis approaches have been applied to improve 

source identification. Two fondamental advantages of deconvolution methods are improved 

spatial resolution and decreased sidelobes in low frequency. Matrix analysis methods are able 

to statistically separate independent sources. R.P.Dougherty set up a cylindrical cage array 

surrounding the jet to detect noise sources in the jet structure (Dougherty, 2010). Yarious 

beamforming algorithms were implemented to the cage array in this study: Classical 

Beamforming, 30 Clean-SC (Sijtsma, 2007), DAMAS (Brooks & Humphreys, 2006), TrDY 

(Dougherty & Podboy, 2009). The cage array configuration is shown in Figure 2. 7a). 16 

transverse planes forming a 30 beamforming grid was assumed to reconstruct the noise sources 

(Figure 2.7b). 
n) b) 3 
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Figure 2.7 : (a): Test setup, (b): 30 beamforming grid (Dougherty & Podboy, 
2009) 
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The results clearly showed improvement of resolution in low frequency as compared to 

conventional beamforming. Source strength maps showed that for Clean-SC noise is located 

on the axis while for DAMAS, this noise is placed on a ring near the outer nozzle lip line. TIDY 

method results showed that locations of the noise are on both the axis and the shear Jayers. 

2.3 Applications of Sensor Array 
ln this section, a review of the history of sensor arrays in different fields is provided. ln 

Table 2.1, some fields of array applications are listed. Sorne of these applications are briefly 

dcscribed below. Although all of the listed applications employ arrays of sensors, they al! do in 

different manners (Allred, 2006). This means that they apply their own type of propagating 

energy using specific types of transducers or sensors which are sui table for the medium where 

energy propagates. Accordingly, the improvement ofthese array processing applications is donc 

separately and distinctly for each field. 

Table 2.1: Various Fields of Application for Array Processing (Allred, 2006). 

Application Field Description 

Radar (Brookner, 1985) , (Haykin, Phased array radar, air traffic control, 

1985) and (Munson, et al., 1983) and synthetic aperture radar 

Sonar (Knight, et al., 1981) and Source localization and classification 

(Haykin, 1985) 

Communications (Mayhan, 1976) and Directional transmission and reception 

(Compton, 1978) 

Geophysical exploration (Justice & Earth crust mapping and oil exploration 
Havkin, 1985) 

lmaging (Macovski, 1983), (Pratt, 1978) Ultrasonic and homographie 

and (Kak & Haykin., 1985) 

Astronomy (Readhead, 1982) and (Yen, High resolution imaging of the uni verse 

1985) 

Biomedicine (Widrow, 1975) Fetal 1 heart monitoring and hearing aids 

Damage detection (NOT and SHM) Extraction of damage-sensitive features frorn a rra y 

(Stepinski & Uhl, 2013) measurements 

Using antenna to improve high frequency transmission and reception in radars is common 

(Yan.Trees, 2002). Radar systems were popular among the military during World War Il and 

1 rc lati ng to a fetus 
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were used as a defense against airborne attacks. However, non-military uses were expanded as 

well as military uses. Primai radar systems contain a directional antenna (parabolic dish) and 

steering was done mechanically for these radars to illuminate space and detect objects within 

range. ln other words, radars rotate with possible variations in elevation to detect the objects. 

One way to coll~ct and retlect more radiation from abjects was using large antennas. Howcver 

these larger arrays were more ponderous. As a consequence, using them in mobile platforms 

(ships, planes) was restricted. To overcome this limitation, phased-array antennas (multiple 

antennas) are placed together and for each antenna a phase shift is applied. Then the shifted 

signais are added together. The advantage of the multiple antennas is that by control\ing the 

phase shifts of the individual antennas, the direction of the array could be changed without 

physical\y varying the orientation of the antenna itself. The application of delay-and-sum 

beamforming method is similar to these array antennas. ln the past, phased-array antennas 

mechanical ly adjusted phase to steer its beam (Knittel & Oliner, 1972). However, electronical !y 

steered phased arrays were gradually replaced by mechanically steered phased arrays 

(Van.Trees, 2002). Sonar (Sound Navigation and Ranging) was another product which was used 

in the war as well as radar. The application of arrays in sonar is similar to that in radar. The main 

difference of sonar and radar is that acoustic energy is measured and sonar is applied in water, 

not air. Both active sonar and radar transmit energy and look at retlections that are receivcd. 

The energy transmitted can be phase aligned towards a particular direction by the array of 

sensors. The received signais can also be aligned to listen in that same direction (Cox, 1974). 

An array of sensors is required for passive sonar to listen to the environment to identify 

objectives. The advantages of passive sonar are that the ships which used passive sonar 

techniques can remain undetected, whereas active sonar gives the location of the ship going 

active away. For example, a submarine transmitting active sonar can easily be located by a ship 

which uses passive sonar. Another application of array is wireless communications (Feldman & 

Friis, 1937). Today, arrays are commonly used in many communications systems such as 

satellites, cellµlar telephone systems, and interplanetary communications. The advantagc of 

these phased-array antennas is the decreasing efficiency of multi-path propagation, interference 

from other sources, and receiver noise. Recently, these array systems have been applied for 

smaller and also simpler system to be useful for communication systems (Godara, 1997). The 

application of array in mobile devices is to track and direct the energy transmitted and received. 
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This can be possible with smart array (L.G.Godara, 2004). The goal of using sensor array in the 

field of astronomy is to analyze radio radiation from the universe. In radio astronomy, the 

wavelengths are extremely longer than optical wavelengths (Graham-Smith & Burke, 1997). As 

a consequence the size of the radio telescopes (the sensor apertures) must be larger by the same 

factor. The sensors are chosen larger in order to improve angular resolution. Since there are 

limits in building large telescopes, or sensors, multiple sensors spread over a larger area is 

advised. Radio interferometry was the tirst application of multiple sensors which was carried 

out Martin Ryle of Cavendish Laboratory of Cambridge University during World War Il. 

Aperture synthesis is another technique which uses multiple sensors. This technique makes use 

of the earth's rotation. The Very Large Array (VLA) which is shown in Figure 2.8, is a multiple 

array (the radio telescope array) that makes use of this technique. 

Figure 2.8 : Picture from the south of the VLA array, showing the Y configuration 
of the individual sensors. Image courtesy of National Radio Astronomy 

Observatory / Associated Universities, Inc. I National Science Foundation 
(Malphrus, 1996). 

2.4 Fondamental concepts of Array Processing 
In this section some of the fondamental concepts of antenna theory are mentioned. Sorne basic 

detinitions for directional antennas are provided along with a discussion of the application of 
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linear array and circular array. Finally, Fourier Transform rnethod which is used for changing 

tirne domain to frequency domain is discussed. 

2.4.1 Spatial Aliasing and Time Aliasing 

Aliasing is a parameter which has significant effect on the results of the source identification 

methods. In order to distinguish the different signais or a/iases of one another during the 

sampling, it is necessary to pay attention to the aliasing pararneter. Aliasing also causes 

distortion or artifact results when a reconstructed signal from samples is not identical with the 

original continuous signal (see Figure 2.9). Figure 2.10 shows a time domain signal which is 

sampled with a constant rate fs = 1/T5 • To unambiguously reconstruct signais, the highest 

frequency must be fN = fs/2 = l/2T5 (or the corresponding angular frequency, UJN = 2rrfN = 
n/T5 with a period of TN = 2T5 ) which is called Nyquist frequency (Manolakis & Proakis, 

1996). If we spatially sample a signal using microphone array with a sampling interval equal to 

d, the spatial Nyquist angular frequency will be KN = rr/d with a period length equal to 2d. 

Figure 2.1 1 demonstrates the effects of aliasing in the spatial domain. The figure i llustrates that 

if sampling is below the Nyquist rate, reconstruction won' t be perfect; part of the signal overlaps 

with the next periodic signal. As a result, in the overlap places the values of the frequency add 

together and the shape of the signais will be quite different frorn the original signal. 
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Figure 2.9 : Two different sinusoids that fit the same set of samples (black 
spots) (Time Aliasing) 
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Figure 2.10 : Signal time sampling representation. The continuous signal is 
represented in a green color whereas the discrete samples are in blue 
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Figure 2.11 Effect of aliasing in spatial domain 

2.4.2 Directivity 

4rr 

d 

Directivity is a fondamental parameter for array si,gnal processing. Directivity measures and 

iilustrates the radiation pattern of sound sources. For example a monopole source equally 

radiates sound in ail directions white for a dipole source, sound radiation is not identical in ail 

directions (see Figure 2.12). For a di pole source, sound radiation in two regions is strong while 

for two other reg ions they are cancel led. 
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Oipole 

270 

Figure 2.12 : (left) Monopole, (Right) 
Dipole 

The radiation intensity of these so~rces F(8,</>) is defined is given as a function in spherical 

coordinates (see Figure 2.15). The average radiation Fave for ail directions is given by: 

1 r2Tr LTr 
Fave = 4n: Jo 

0 
IF(8, </>)1 2 sin 8d8d</> 

2.1 

Mathematically, the formula for directivity (D) is written as: 

D _ F(8,<J;) _ F(8,</J) 

- Fave - 4~f02n:J0rclF(8,</J)l2sin8d8d<J; 
2.2 

The numerator of Equation 2.2 is the maximum value of F, and the denominator presents the 

"average power radiated over ail directions". This equation calculates the directivity of the 

source by measuring the peak value of radiated power divided by the average. 

2.4.3 Near-Field and Far-Field 
If the point of observation is far from a sound source, the assumption that the amplitude of the 

wave everywhere on the plane perpendicular toits direction oftravel (in the near vicinity of the 

observer) is the same would be reasonable. This type of wave is called a plane wave and 

formulas of far-field phase array methods are derived from plane wave assumption. ln othcr 

words, when wave front curvature is negligible, plane wave cou Id be used instead of spherical 

wave. A plane wave is an idealization that allows us to assume that the entire wave is traveling 

in a single direction, instead of spreading out in ail directions. On the contrary, if the point of 
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observation is near to the source, the intensity for each direction is quite different from other 

directions and the wave is spherical. As a consequence, the assumption of plane wave is not 

acceptable here. For this condition, formulas of near-field phased-array methods are derived 

from spherical wave assumption. Figure 2.13 shows both plane wave and spherical wave. 

Source Source 

• Wave front ····· .. , 1 
~ • • 

Point of observation Point of obse1Tation 

Figure 2.13 : (left) Spherical wave (Right) Plane wave 

2.4.4 Resolution 
Resolution of the array methods (such as beamforming) is a parameter which helps discriminatc 

wave incident from directions close to each other. If there are two sources in far field condition, 

the resolution will be the smallest angular separation between two plans waves while for source 

at near field, resolution is the minimum distance between two sources which separates sources. 

2.4.5 Mainlobe, Sidelobe and Gratelobe 
Beamforming is successful in instances where the output of the beamfonner clearly reveals a 

direction of incident sound. However, the beamformer usually has a non-zero response over a 

large range of incident directions. The peak value in Figure 2.14 is called mainlobe, and other 

directions are called sidelobes. ln other words, the direction of incident sound is shown by the 

main lobe and the undesired directions are shown by sidelobes. Sidelobcs are essentially artifacts 

caused by the finite dimension of the microphone array. The inter-microphone spacing has a 

large influence on the array response as well. A larger spacing results in higher directivity. 

However, the element spacing is generally kept smaller than ~(À is the acoustic wavelength) in 
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order to avoid the occurrence of grating lobes. A grating lobe is another unwanted peak value 

in the radiation pattern of the array that is caused by the fini te inter-microphone spacing. 

l .10-

-1/a·)cbe 

·20 

~r 
·!-0-
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Figure 2. 14 : Mainlobe side lobes and gratelobe 

2.4.6 Linear arrays 
Before discussing linear and circular array, it is necessary to introduce the spherical co-ordinate 

system which is used for microphones (Figure 2.15), where, e and cp are respectively the angle 

of elevation and the angle of rotation (azimuth) in the spherical co-ordinate and ris the radial 

distance. 

z 

y 
~----·--/-:----:'>- . 

/ 
/ 

Figure 2.15 : spherical co-ordinate and direction of source 
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Uniform linear array is the most common free field array that is studied by researchers. For the 

linear array, the phase relationship between elements (microphones) is a fonction of the element 

spacing. The Array Pattern from such an array is given by (Anciant, 1996) : 

sin(Mmp) 
B(cp) = sin(Ml/1) where tJ1 2.3 

s(sincp - sincp0 ) 

À 

This array pattern B (cf>) represents the beamformer output in various scan directions, where cf> 

is the an'g\e of rotation (azimuth) in spherical co-ordinate (Figure 2.15). M is the number of 

microphones and À is the acoustic wavelength. Figure 2.16 shows two different linear arrays in 

which cf>o = 0 at broadside and cf>o = ~ at end fire array. 

• • • 

<Po / \Yan front 

·I 

cf>o 

'~··· 

Figure 2.16 : Linear array, broad side (left) and endfire (right) 

In order to obtain a narrower beam, we have to increase the length of the array and the number 

of elements for a given wavelength. The beamformer output shows that the spacing between 

clements must be Iess than half the wavelcngth to avoid grating lobes at ail scan angles (sec 

section 2.4.6). Mathematically, the inter-microphone spacing s is related to the angle of the first 

grating lobe by: 

À 
s = sincp - sincp9 

where q,9 = grating lobe angle 2.4 

This is illustrated in Figure 2.17 
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Figure 2.1 7 : Effect of inter- element spacing (grating lobe) for end fire 
linear array 

The beam pattern is rather different if directions of arrivai changes from broadside to endfirc. 

This is i llustrated in Figure 2.18. 
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Figure 2.18 : End fire (left) and Broad side (right) linear array for s =~and for 
a six-microphone array 
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Overall for linear arrays: 

• There is an annular ambiguity for the axis of the array at perpendicular and oblique 

incidence due to the fact that it is a linear array in free field; this ambiguity only 

completely disappears at end fire. 

• In order to narrow beam pattern, the frequency must be increased. 

• The beam width is much wider at endfire than at broadsidc. 

• The array pattern shows incorrect directions of arrivai when the inter-microphone 

spacing does not respect the grating criterion. To cover ail angles from broadsidc to end 

firc, the spacing between microphones must be less than ~. However, it can be relaxed 

to il if only broadside steering is required. 

2.4. 7 Circular Arrays 
Sometimes it is desirable to obtain uniform array pattern characteristics in azimuth. Linear 

arrays make this difficult while a circular array provides this solution due toits basic geometry. 

Circular arrays (Figure 2.19) in free space have been extensively studied for the detection of 

arrivai of sounds exterior to the array (Widrow, 2001) and the main resu lts are presented here. 

The response of a free circular array of N elements can be written as (Anciant, l 996): 
OO 

B(fJ, </>) = I Wn fn ((), </J)ejkasin(B)cos(c/>-n6c/>) 2 .5 
-oo 

where, fJ and </J are angle of elevation and angle of rotation (azimuth) in spherical co-ordinate 

and ais the radius of the array; fn(O,</J) = fn(B,<f>-n/j_</J) is the microphone directionality 

pattern; k = ~. Wn is the element weighting function (illumination), w is angular frequency, 
c 

and c is velocity of sound (assumed to be 340 m/ s in air at 20°~. Assuming the elements are 

omni-directional, the array pattern is given by: 

B(u, 8) = NU0 (u) + 2JN(u)cos(N((J - rr/2)) + 2]2N(u)cos(2N(8 - rr/2)) + ···J2 2.6 

where }j is Spherical Bessel function of order j , u = kasin(</J) u = kasin(</J), and N is the 

number of elements. The first term of this expression dominates and thus, in the plane (fJ = 

rr/2): 
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Figure 2.19 : Schematic of circular array 
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The results show two essential limitations of the circular array. Firstly the sidelobes are quite 

high as the second maximum takes on a value of 0.4026 (as compared to the main lobe which 

has an amplitude of 1) which corresponds to a maximum sidelobe level of -7.9dB. Another 

limitation f circular array is its being bandwidth related. The pattern completely depends on the 

argument of the Bessel function. This means that if this argument changes too rnuch, the pattern 

will be lost. For any array of sensor with uniform illumination (or weighting) beam width 

narrows with frequency. Since stn0 only takes values on the interval (-1, 1 ), for a circular array 

the beam pattern varies from }0 (0) to j 0(±ka) The absolute value of }0 (0) which is the beam 

pattern is shown in Figure 2.20. There is only one large main lobe when ka > 2.4. Sidelobes 

appear by increasing ka , and the main lobe occupies Jess of the ka -axis, which corresponds 

to the beam width. At low frequency, we can approximate array pattern with the oth order 

Bessel fonction (small ka). The values of side lobes increase whcn the frequency increases and 

for the higher order Bessel functions they are augmented. 
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Figure 2.20 : Oth order ordinary Bessel function Uo) in dB 

Figu re 2.2 l shows that at a certain frequency grating lobes arise in circula.r array as well as in 
linear array. The directivity also s<:ales wilh the size of array (radius a ). Figure 2.22 shows the 

variation of beamwidth for different plane wave directions (30° and o0 ) . 

ka=rr 14 ,N=6 
91) , 

ka=n ,.2 ,N=6 

270 70 

Figure 2.21 ; Effect of inter- element spacing (grating lobe) fo r a uniform 
circular array 
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Figure 2.22 : Beamforming shape variation for circular free-field array 

2.5 Summary 
ln this chapter a literature review of application of sensor arrays was provided. Also, previous 

work on noise identification of aero-engine was reviewed. Fundamental array concepts which 

will be detailed in the next chapters were explained. The advantages and disadvantages of linear 

and circular array were discussed. Chapter 3 provides theoretical discussion of the source 

identification methods which are going to be used in this study. 
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CHAPTER 3 SOURCE IDENTIFICATION 

METHODS USING MICROPHONE ARRA Y 

3.1 Introduction 
This chapter discusses the theoretical foundations of several source identification methods using 

microphone array which are considered in this thesis. The theories reviewed include 

Conventional Beamforming (CB) (Brüel&Kjrer, 2004), the clean beamforming (Sijtsma, 2007), 

inverse method with Tikhonov regularization (Yoon & Nelson, 2000), and Ll-generalizcd 

inverse beamforming method (Suzuki, 2011). The conventional beamforming mcthod is 

disadvantaged due to the need for a high number of measurement microphones in accordancc 

with the requirements. The inverse methods are also disadvantaged due to their need of having 

an a priori source information. The classical Tikhonov regularization provides improvements 

in solution stability, yet continues to be disadvantaged due to its requirement of imposing a 

stronger penalty for undetected source positions. L 1-generalized inverse beamforming is 

preferable due to its detecting dipole source as well as monopole and also its working for 

coherent/incoherent sources. However, the downside to this method is the computational cost. 

To overcome thcse disadvantagcs, we applied an improved technique which is the inverse 

method with beamforming matrix regularization (Gauthier, et al., 2011) (called hybrid method) 

in this study. The literature review on general source identification problems in acoustics shows 

that approaches combining distinct identification methods such as inverse, beamfonning, 

subspace analysis and acoustic holography methods have been proposed in the past. However, 

a comparison of this navel method (beamforming regularization approach) with the 

conventional beamforming and inverse modeling shows that it provides improved source 

strcngth maps without subs~antial added complexity. However, sound radiation from a wcak 

source in the presence of a source with high amplitude is generally not correctly detected. To 

overcome this problem, this navel method combines with the clean-SC (called clean-

hybrid).The clean hybrid has reasonable reso\ution, and takes Jess computational cost than the 

clean-SC. The following sections describe the mathematical details of the approaches. The next 

chapter will discuss the application of these methods for this study. 
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3.2 Source Identification Methods Using Microphone Array 
Figure 3.1 shows acoustic sources inscribed in volume Vs which are to be identified using a set 

of M sound pressure measurement points (microphones). Any field point is described by x. A 

point which belongs to the source volume Vs is denoted y. Microphone m is located in x111• lt is 

assumed that the propagation takes place in an unbounded, homogeneous medium. To detect 

these sources, a grid of points is assumed to covcr this acoustic sou~ces volume. 

• • X 

• • m-1 . ·~ e • m+1 ______ ....__ ___ 

• • m+2 

e 

Figure 3.1.Acoustic sources inscribed in volume Vs are identified using a set of 
sound pressure measurement points. Any field point is described by x. A point 
which belongs to the source volume Vs is denoted y. Microphone m is located 

ln Xm 

We assume here that the acoustic sources in volume Vs are represented by a set of N point 

sources. 

3.3 Beamf orming method 

3.3.1 Classical Beamforming (CB) 
Beamforming is a technique which is applied to separate desired signais from noises. lndeed, in 

the output of this method, the desired signais add coherently whereas the noise is addcd 

incoherently. The delay-and-sum beamformer is the oldest and simplest kind of beamformer. lt 

is a data independent beamformer and always has a fixed rcsponse. The output of the 

beamformer is given by (Brüel&Kjrer, 2004) : 
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M 

b(K, t) = I Wm Pm(t - Llm(K)) 3.1 
m=O 

where Pm is the measured pressure of each microphone and Wm is the complex weight applied 

to each microphone. Each time delay Llm is defined as a function of vector K which is a unique 

vector (signais associated with a plane wave, incident from the direction K) (see Figure 3.2).The 

formula of time delay is given by: 

K.Xm 
Llm=--

C 
3.2 

where c is the propagation of sound speed, Xm (m = 1,2,3 ... M ) is the location of microphones 

in the coordinate system and M is the number of microphones. lt is very important to know that 

signais from other far field directions won't be aligned before the summation and therefore 

won't add up coherently. This helps to find directional sensitivity. ln order to transform the 

beamforming equation (Equation 3 .1) from the time domain to the frequency domain by the 

Fourier transform, we use the time shifting equation as follows (Oppenheim, et al., 1996): 

F F . 
ff x(t) H XUw) then x(t - t0) H e-1wt0 xuw) 3.3 

F 
where t0 is time delay and H is the Fourier transform. Therefore, the frequency domain of 

Equation 3.1 becomes: 
M 

B(K, w) = L Wm Pm(w)e-Jwâm(K) 
m=O 

M 3.4 

= L Wm Pm(w)eik.xm 
m=O 

The wavenumber can be written as k = -kK where k is the modulus of the acoustic 

wavenumber. If we assume a plane wave incident with wavenumber k 0 , the pressure measured 

by the microphones in far-field condition is given by: 

3.5 
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The beamforming output for the perfect focus amplifies by the number of microphone 

:B(-ko/k, w) = MP0 , where Mis the number of microphones and P0 is wave amplitude. Thus, 

we can normalize this equation by the number of microphones (see Figure 3.2): 

M 
1 ~ . B(K, w) =ML Wm Prn(<.ù)e-JK.Xm 3.6 

m=O 

Wave number vector 

Front ~ave 
_ Delay of microphone 

' 
///; r' ', '>, / 
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, 11 '1-f f ) , ) 
Microphone x.., 

Figure 3 .2 . A microphone array, a far-field focus direction, and a plane wave 
incident from the focus direction 

To focus on a point source at a finite distance, the delays should align in time the signais of a 

spherical wave radiated from the focus point (see Figure 3.3). The equation for the sound 

pressure field of a point source at location y (near-field) which measured by microphone m is 

(Brüel&Kjrer, 2004): 

The output of the beamformer is: 

p
0 

e - jkly-xml 

Prn(Y) = ly- Xml 

M 

B(y, w) = I Pm(y)e-jwâm(y) 
m=O 

where the delay for a point source is obtained by: 
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Figure 3.3. ln near-field focusing, spherical waves emitted by a monopole 
source at the foc us point y are assumed. Signal delays are computed according 

to Equation 3.9 (Brüel&Kjrer, 2004) 

Equation 3.8 is not normalized. ln the following, we attempt to normalize this equation. The 

array is steered to y is given by (Dougherty, 2008) 
M 

u(y) =a I 9m(Y)H Pm(Y) = agH(y)P 3.1 O 
m=O 

where ais the weight vector normal.ization coefficient and 9mCY) = e -ikly-xml /ly - Xmlis the 

mth component of the M X 1 steering vector g . This vector cons~sts of microphone pressure 

amplitudes emanated by a unit monopole point source in y (See Figure 3.1 ). The mode[ for the 

pressure (P) at microphone positions can be written by (Dougherty, 2008): 

L 

p = I qj g(yj) 3 .1 1 
j=l 

where qj is source strength at point Yi and L is number of acoustic sources. The average power 

of each source (qj), is shown by Sj. Therefore, the average power of Equation 3.10 which 

presents the source strength map image is given by: 
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where, C = (PPH) 

Sj = lu(y)j2 =cx:2 g(y)H(ppH)g(y) 
=cx:2 g(y)HCg(y) 

is the Cross Spectral Matrix of the array (CSM). 

Substituting Equation 3.11 into Equation 3.12 for a single source gives: 

3.12 

Sj =o<2 qjq/g"(Y;)g(yDgH(Y;)g(yD 3.13 

Since qiq/ =si, Equation 3.13 can be written as: 

Sj =cx:2 SjgH(Y;)g(y;)g"(Y;)g(y;) 
Therefore, solving for ex: gives: 

3 . 14 

S is assumed to be a subset of all possibilities of (m,n)-combinations, where m and n are 

microphone indices. Defining the array weight vector by W =ex: g, Equation 3. l 2 can be 

rcwritten (Sijtsma, 2007): 

3.16 

ë is the cross spectral matrix (CSM) of microphones pressure where the diagonal of the matrix 

is removed (MxM cross spectral matrix in which M is the number of microphones). The 

diagonal part is removed due to high noise level in auto-spectra. If we assume that the 

microphone signais consist of sound pressure (P) of sound field and unwanted noise (Y), the 

cross spectral matrix will be given by (Sarradj, et al., 2006): 

c = (P + Y)(P +Y)" = ppH + ypH + pyH + yyH 

-o 3.17 

Sincc elements of (Y) are considered uncorrelated, yyH is a diagonal matrix. Therefore, by 

rcmoving the diagonal from C, any contribution from the noise will be eliminated from the 

resulting matrix . However it does not contain the diagonal element of ppH. These reprcsent 

the auto spectra of microphone sound pressures. The beamforming method can process several 

configurations in a short period of time, because of its relatively fast acquisition and analysis 

spced. The most significant disadvantage of beamforming is that it requires a high number of 

measurement microphones in accordance with the requircments. For example, Figure 3.4 shows 

effective ofnumber of measurement microphones (N), on the beamforming output. The sources are 

at (-1, 0) and (1,0) and microphones are placed on R = Sm. The results confirm that if 
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microphones are too low, then sidelobes will be too high. Furthermore, the spatial resolution is 

completely relative to the wavelength (see section 2.4.1 ). The results show that the resolution of 

beamforming output with N = 100 is higher than the beamforming output with N = 20. 
Beamforming Output 
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Figure 3.4: (a) Beamforming output for N=20, (b) Beamforming output for 
N=IOO 

3.3.2 Clean Beamforming( Clean-PSF) 
ln the recent past, deconvolution has been extensively applied to phased array beamforming. 

Deconvotution methods help discriminate Point Spread Functions (PSF's) in source plots. 

Theoretical Beampattern obtained by the classical beamforming are PSF's. The assumption is 

that the sources are monopole point sources. Ali decon~olution methods attempt to substitutc 

these PSF's with single points, or beams with narrow widths. ln the following, the various steps 

of the clean PSF method performed by Sijtsma at 2007 (Sijtsma, 2007) are mentioned: 

Stcp 1: Obtain the source plot using the classical beamforming ("dirty map"). 

ln this step (i=O), fiCO is defined as a degraded cross~spectral matrix that starts with ë 
î)O) = î)(O) = ( 3.18 

Source powers fj(o) using the classical beamforming (which . are components of A in 

Equation 3 .12) are given by: 

p,(O) = w.H(W1· = w.HfiOW1· 
J J J 3.19 

where Wi is the weight vector of the scan point j . 

Stcp 2: The peak location in the dirty map must be searched. 
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ln this step (i ~ 1) the peak location (Y max) and the amplitude of this peak (~~i~l)) from the 

dirty map is detected. 

Step 3: The appropriately scaled PSF is subtracted from the dirty map. 

ln this step, the contribution of the source to peak location (Y max) is subtracted from the dirty 

map. Now, the degraded source powers .lj(i)(source components removed) are not intluenced by 

the peak source. These degraded source powers are written as: 

~(0 = ~(ï-i) - wtG"<i)wi, 3 .20 

where G(i)is the CSM induced by the source in YmaxCG is Cross Spectral Matrix(G) with the 

diagonal removed). This matrix is given by: 

G(i) = p(i-l)g(i) g(i)H 
max max max 3.21 

Where g~ax is the steering vector related to Ymax· 

Stcp 4: This PSF is replaced by a clean beam which does not have side lobes. 

The main objective of this method is to update the dirty map by subtracting a scalcd PSF related 

to Ymax· This PSF is substituted by a clean beam: 

Q (i) _ nCi-l)<I>( ) 
j - rmax Yj - Ymax 3.22 

where <I> is a normalized clean beam of specified width <I> with maximum value <I>(o) = l. In order 

to satisfy this pr?perty, <I> is chosen as a Dirac fonction. 

This process is performed iteratively to detect ail sources. The summation of the clean beams 

(QJi)) and the remaining dirty map (/'i after 1 iterations) gives the new source power map: 

I 

A(i) = ~ Q~i) + p_<n L ) J 
i=1 

The criterion for ~topping the iteration is: 

3.23 

3.24 

This means that the iteration must be stopped when degraded CSM contains more information 

than the previous iteration. As shown in Equation 3.18, for the first iteration (i = 0) 

î)CO) = C. For the next iterations (i ~ 1), the degraded CSM is defined: 
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oO) = oCi-1) - p<ï-1)gco gCOH 3 25 
max max max · 

The main lobe of the clean PSF image is narrower than the main lobe in the beamforming image, 

. and it also suppresses sidelobes in source power map. The drawback of this method is its 

assumption that source plots are built up by PSF's. Since the real beam patterns of measured 

noise sources are not always identical to the synthetically obtained PSF's, this assumption 

causes unreasonable results, which means that the real sources may consist of an area rather 

than being concentrated in a point. For example, Figure 3.5 shows applications of the 

beamforming and the clean-PSF for noise detection of airframe on a scale mode! of the Airbus 

A340. Since the source is nota point source and does not have uniform directivity, Clean-PSF 

result is disappointing. ln other word, the clean-PSF does not improve the beamforming result. 

Conventional Beamforming PSF subtracted 
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Figure 3 .5: Cam pari son of beamforming and clean-PSF for sources that have a 
spatial extent rather than being concentrated in a point (Sijtsma, 2007). 

3.3.3 Clean Beamforming (Clean-SC) 
Actual beam patterns of measured noise sources could be different from the synthetically 

obtained PSF's. This means that actual sources may have a spatial extent rather than being 

concentrated in a point. The clean-SC (based on spatial source coherence) is proposed to 

overcome the disadvantages of a PSF-based method (Sijtsma, 2007). The clean-SC has the 

ability to detect incoherent sources with suitable resolution. The sicle lobes in a source plot are 

coherent with the main lobe. The clean- SC method uses this fact to improve the source power 

map. Physically, this method subtracts ail the information which are coherent with the biggcst 

main lobe from the map (strong source) in order to discriminate smaller mainlobe (weak source). 
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This process is performed iteratively in order to detect ail mainlobes (sources) in the source 

maps. Source cross powers are defined by: 
H-

Ajk = wi cwk 3 .26 
where j and k are scan points. Similar to the clean-PSF method, the degraded source powers 

IJ(i) are obtained by equation 3.20, but a different matrix G'Ci) is selected for the clean-SC. Here, 

it would be necessary to get the source cross-powers of any scan point Yj which are coherent 

with the source corresponding to the peak location Y max by G(i). This means that: 

w,Ho(i-1)w<i) 
1 max 3 .27 

= WtfiCi)W~~x , for ail possible~ , 
where W~~x is the weight vector related to g~ax. To satisfy equation 3.27 : 

0ci-1)wCi) = ëi<i)w<i) 3.28 max max 
By assuming that G(i) is due to a single coherent source component b(i), the solution of 

Equation 3.28 is: 

3.29 

h is a function that represents a distribution of source strengths over grid points. 

The trimmcd version of equation 3.29 can be written as: 

G-(i) _ p{i-l)h(1)b{t)H = p{i-t)(h(i)h{i)H - tt<O) 3 .30 - max max 

where H CO is given by: 

en _ {O, , for (m, n) E S 
H - h(i)h(L)H, for (m, n) fi. S 3.31 

As mentioned in Equation 3.15, S is assumed to be a subset of ail possibilities of (m,n)-

combinations, where m and n are microphone indices. To solve equation 3.29, b(t) must be: 

h (i) = . max tt<1>w<1> for ail possible W 1· 
l ([j(i-1)w<t) . . ) 

. 1/2 (1-1) max 
( 1 + w."u<ow<1

) ) p max J max 

3.32 
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The expression for h<O is not explicit since tt<O contains the diagonal elements of h(i)h(i)H. 

However, equation 3.32 is solved iteratively by starting with h(i) = g~ax· After a few iterations 

equation 3.32 will be converged. Now a new expression for G(i) which is different from 

equation 3.21 is obtained. The next steps are exactly identical with the clean- PSF method. The 

clean-SC is an improved version of the classical clean algorithm. Since the clean-SC does not 

assume a theoretical beam pattern (PSF), there is better resolution in the results than that of the 

classical methods. However this method ·can only identify incoherent sources. For example, 

Figure 3.6 shows that iftwo coherent sources is assumed at (-1,0) and (1,0) which the power 

of one source (source at (-1,0) ) is higher than the other one (source at (1,0) ) , the clean-SC 

cannot detect the weaker source. 
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Figure 3.6 : Application of clcan-SC for coherent sources 
(N=30,f= 1000Hz,R=5m) 

3.4 Inverse Problem 

3.4.1 Classical Inverse method (Tikhonov) 
For practical sound field identification based on inverse problem theory, the general inverse 

problem must be discretized in terms of the source description. Here, as in the conventional 

beamforming, we assume that the acoustic sources in volume Vs are represented by a set of L 

point sources (see Figure 3.1 ). The sampled direct radiation problem is written in matrix fonn 

p(Xm) = G(Xm,YL)q(y1) 3.33 
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where p(xm)is a M >< 1 vector of complex sound pressure values at the microphone locations, 

G(xm, Yl)is a Mx L matrix of free-field Green 's functions between the L point sources and M 

sound pressure measurement points, and q(yi)is a Lx l vector of unknown complex source 

strengths. More often, the number of sources used in the inverse problem is larger than or equal 

to the number of measurement microphones, i.e. M S L. Depending on the system dimensions 

M and L, the inverse problem can be presented in different forms. 

rf M = L, the inverse solution is directly written as 

3.34 

ln more general case of a rectangular matrix G ( M < L ), regular matrix inversion is impossible. 

To overcome this limitation, a more general formulation is utilized. This involves the 

minimization of the 2-norm of the error between the reconstructed sound pressure p assuming 

a set of L point sources and the measured sound pressure p . The problem is then to find the 

optimal q for the minimization problem 

Qopt = arg min {lpCxm) - G(xm,Yl)q(y1)1} 3.35 

where arg min [f, x]gives a position Xmin at whichfis minimized.This equation is rewritten as: 

G+~ Qopt = P 3.36 

where G+ = [GHG]-1 GH is the pseudo-inverse of the matrix G. Unfortunately, it is well known 

from inverse problem theory (Yoon & Nelson, 2000), (Nelson & Kim, 2004), (Choi, et al., 2007) 

and (Leclère, 2009) that the above minimization problem is ill-conditioned, meaning that 

solution Qopt can be very sensitive to measurement noise or mode! uncertainties. Figure 3.7 

shows that how background noise influences on the application of inverse method. For example 

if level of a desired signal to the level of background noise (SNR= 1) is equal to one, the invers 

maps has too high sidelobs than SNR=6. In order to prevent this sensitivity to errors and 

uncertainties, it is possible to regularize the inverse problem using Tikhonov regularization 

(Yoon & Nelson, 2000) 

Qopt = arg min {lp- Gql 2 + e2 1Lql} 3.37 
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where e is the regularization parameter and L is the discrete smoothing norm used to shape the 

regularization. The solution of the above minimization problem is 

GHp 

The simplest fonn of Tikhonov regularization uses L = I, that is, 

Qopt = argmin {lp- Gql2 + e2 lql2}. This gives 

GHp 

3.38 

3.39 

This form of regularization in the inverse problem împlies that the optimal source strengths are 

those that minimize a weighted sum of the reproduction error p - Gq and the norm of the source 

strengths q. The regularization parameter Eisa user-defined parameter that must be selected in 

order to provide the best compromise between a small reproduction error p - Gq and a small 

source strength q. The selection of E is one of the main difficulties in the Tikhonov regularization 

method. Severa! approaches have been proposed to properly choose the regularization parameter 

in Tikhonov regularization, based on Singular Value Decomposition (Golub & van Loan, 1996) 

and (Gauthier, et al., 2011 ), G matrix condition numbcr (Yoon & Nelson, 2000), (Gauthier, et 

al., 2011) and (Nelson, 2001) , Picard condition (Hansen, 1990) and (Gauthier, et al., 2011) and 

L-curvc (Hansen, 1998) . 

Accordingly, source power related to inverse method is given by: 

3.40 

ppH = C is the Cross-spectral matrix (diagonal is removed). lntroducing W1nv = [G"G]-1 G" 

(weight vcctor), source power is given by: 

For any invertible matrix, cx-1)H = cx")-1 'and since (G"G + e21) is a hermitian matrix 

A= (GHG + e21r1G"ëG (GHG + e21)-1 
3.42 

Introducing WReg = G(GHG + e21)-1 (weight vector), source power is given: 
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3.43 

ln principle, by multiplying the inversion of the matrix (G) of transfer fonctions by the measured 

acoustic pressures, the strengths of the acoustic sources could be obtained. The accuracy ofthis 

method to reconstruct source strength (spatially in the presence of noise which contaminates the 

measured pressures) is remarkably dependent on the conditioning of the matrix to be inverted. 

In addition, the inverse methods are at a disadvantage due to their need of having an a priori 

source information. For the classical Tikhonov, the first term in Equation 3.37 is the residual 

norm term, which controls the reconstruction error. The second term is the so-called penalty or 

prior term, which controls the smoothness of the solution. The disadvantage of this method is 

that it tends to oversmooth the solution in some situations. ln order to reconstruct nonsmooth or 

discontinuous solutions, in section 3.5, we will introduce a different penalty term. 
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Figure 3.7: Inverse method, (a) for SNR= IO and (b) SNR=I 
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3.4.1.1 Selection of the Regularization Parameter for the Inverse Problem 
We mentioned earlier that the accuracy of source strength is remarkably dependent on the 

conditioning of the matrix to be inverted. 111-posed problems are frequently encountered in the 

inversion of the matrix. Hadamard defined a linear problem to be well posed if it satisfies the 

fol\owing three requirements: (a) existence, (b) uniqueness, and (c) stability (Bapat, et al., 1997). 

A problem is sa id to be ill-posed if one or more of these requirements are not satisfied. To obtain 

smooth solutions to ill-posed problems, the standard Tikhonov regularization method is most 

often used. Since source power maps of the Tikhonov inverse is based on selecting 

regularization parameter, the process of the selection of this parameter will be explained here. 
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For the practical choice of the regularization parameter E we can then employ the well-known 

L-curve criterion, based on the L-curve which is a plot of the norm of the regularized solution 

versus the norm of the corresponding residua[ for all val id regularization parameters. The curve 

very often has an "L" shape which gives the name to the algorithm. The corner of the L-curve 

balances the minimization of the residual norm CllGq - pll 2) and the norm of the llqll2 • 

Figure 3.8 demonstrate a generic example of an L-curve. Any arbitrary complex matrix such as 

the matrix G can be decomposed to: 

G = UIVH 3.44 

where I is the pseudo-diagonal matrix of singular values, given by 

0 . . ~i 
'h 

0 

3.45 

Values o-11 o-2,o-3 , ... 0"1, are the singular values of the (M X L) matrix G where a1 > a2, > 
a3 >, ... > 0"1, > O. The columns of matrix U include the left singular vectors of matrix G and 

the columns of matrix V include the right singular vectors of matrix G. Both matrices U and V 

are unitary (Xis unitary if XHX = XXH = 1where1 is identity matrix). As mentioned in section 

3.4.1, Qopt = argmin{lp- Gql 2 + e2 lql 2 }. The regularized solution of this minimization 

problem is given by (Yoon & Nelson, 2000): 
3.46 

where vi is ith column vector of V and Pi is sound pressure of ith microphone. According to 

Equation 3.46, both the residual norm (llGq - pll 2 ) and the regularized solution norm 

(llqll 2 ) are the fonctions of regularization parameter (E).The regularization parameter can be 

obtained by finding these values at the corner of the L-curve. 
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Figure 3.8: Parametric representation of the residual norm vs. the regularized 
solution norm 

3.4.1.2 Ll-generalized Inverse Beamforming (Ll-CIB) 
Ll-generalized inverse beamforming is a technique with higher accuracy in detecting 

coherent/incoherent, distributed/compact, and multipole aerodynamic-sound sources with 

phased-array pressure data (Susuki, 2008). Here, the cross- spectral matrix is decomposed into 

eigenmodes in order to find each coherent source signal. Generalized inverse techniques can 

evaluate the complex source amplitude distribution that recovers each eigenmode. Similar to the 

beamforming method pre-defined sources are considered to obtain the source distribution. The 

source distribution is solved as an L 1 norm problem using iteratively re-weighted least squares 

(IRLS). The advantage of this method is its identification of di pole source as well as monopole 

source. The resolution of this method is comparable with those of CLEAN and DAMAS. 

3.4.2 Theory of Ll-generalized Inverse Beamformirng 
Since the cross- spectral matrix is Hermitian and non~ncgative deftnite, we can decompose it: 

C = UAUH 3.47 

U is a unitary matrix which contains orthonormal eigenvectors, and A is a diagonal matrix which 

contains their eigenvalues. Each eigenvector shows a coherent signal across the microphones. 

Accordingly, the source distribution that produces each eigenvector can be found. Eigenmode 

is defined as the eigenvector which contains its magnitude. The ith eigenmode is given by: 

3.48 
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where ui is the ith column vector of U and the related eigenvalue is shown by Àï . Now, in 

order to obtain the source distribution that recovers this eigenmode, a target domain (possible 

source area) is defined. We assume that these pre-defined sources at target domain can produce 

noise signal (eigenmode) at the microphones. As a consequence, this expression must be 

solved: 

3.49 

where qi is a vector that consists of complex source amplitudes at grid point(see Figure 3. 1 ). 

These complex values can be for ail types of sources (monopole, dipole, quadrupole ). This 

means that the number of qi elements is ltype· lgrid , where ltype indicates the number of 

specified source type and lgrid is the number of grid points to the microphone position. Gis the 

matrix of complex frequency response fonctions concerning the source strengths in the model 

to the output of the mode\ microphones which is mentioned in previous methods. qi in 

Equation 3.49 can be obtained by the classical inverse method. However, since matrix G is 

usually a non-square matrix, equation 3.49 is solved by generalized inverse techniques 

(Campbell & MeyerJr, 1991). For lmic < ltype· lgrid in equation 3.49, this 

cxpression:LLtypexLgridlqd 2 must be minimized in order to find a solution under the constraint 

of equation 3.49. This minimization can be expressed with an equivalent cost fonction of a l 2 

type norm, 
~ Ltype XLgrid .... 

12 = L lqd 2 + ..1. Cvi - Gqa, 3.5o 

where Xis the Lagrangian multiplier vector. The solution of equation 3 .50 is written by (Suzuki, 

2011): 

3.51 

where E is the regularization parameter which is explained in section 3.4.1.1. To improve the 

rcsolution of this method, the source detection problem is re-defined to be a minimization of an 

lp cost fonction: 

3.52 
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when pis equal to one, this fonction prevents the benefit of spreading the amplitude distribution 

(Susuki, 2008). Equation 3.52 is solved using the IRLS method (Huber, 1981) which iteratively 

solves general Lp norm problems. Equation 3.52 can be written as 

3.53 

where wï1 = ladp-z. This function is iteratively solved using a generalized inverse method 

as 

where Wi (n) is an ( lcype· Lgrid) x ( Lcype· Lgrid) diagonal matrix in which the diagonal 

component is given by wdqd 2-P. q shows the component of vector q and the superscript (n)is 

the iteration counter. The advantage of this algorithm is that it not only removes sidelobes but 

it also narrows the source region. This method causes the disappearance of source amplitudes at 

many grid points during the iteration. The computational cost could be diminished by reducing 

the component of qi down to (/3. Lcype x Lgrid ) components per iteration (0 < f3 < 1) . ln 

order to obtain this, the grid point and source types must be selected from the greatest magnitude 

of qi. Then, a reduced transfer matrix (G) is generated with the size of (/3. Ltype· Lgrid) x lmic• 

after which Equation 3.54 is solved and the solution is expressed as: 4i· This process is repeated 

until the Lp cost fonction in equation 3.53 starts increasing. 

The advantage of the l 1 generalized inverse beamforming algorithm is it's the capability to 

identify monopole source, line source, dipole source, incoherent and coherent source. For ait 

these sources, the navel algorithm is able to localize source positions. The disadvantage of this 

method is its computational cost. 

3.5 The Hybrid Approach: Beamforming Regularization Matrix 

3.5.1 Review of Hybrid Methods in Source Identification 
ln the recent past, hybrid methods using subspace analysis and beamforming have been 

proposed, such as MUSIC (Schmidt, 1986) and ESPRIT (Roy, et al., 1986). The aim is to split 

useful signal and measurement noise components into identified subspaces in order to minimize 
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the effect of noise. This differs from "deconvolution" approaches which aim at attenuating the 

effect of the point-spread function in the beamforming map and consequently refine the 

localization of the sources among; the main deconvolution approaches are Clean (Sijtsma, 2007) 

and DAMAS (Brooks & Humphreys, 2006). Recently, Susuki developed the Generalized 

inverse beamforming (GlB) which aims at identifying sources of compact or distributed nature, 

coherent or incoherent, monopole or multipole (Susuki, 2008). Sarradj (Sarradj, 2008) proposed 

a different subspace-based beamforming method focused on signal subspace leading to a 

computationally efficient estimation of the source strength and location, with monopole or 

multipole radiation patterns (Zavala, et al., 2010). The general idea of these approaches is to 

improve the performance of beamforming by estimating the assigned distribution of sources as 

the solution of an inverse problem. Other hybrid methods combining beamforming and 

acoustical holography (Kang & Hwang, 2008) or wave superposition and acoustic holography 

(Li, et al., 2010) have been proposed in order to exploit both near-field and far-field information, 

or to improve the accuracy in the prediction of both source position and source strength. 

3.5.1.1 Details of the Beamforming Regularization Matrix Approach 

(Hybrid) 
The main idea behind the hybrid approach (Gauthier, et al., 2011) is to find a "best" smoothing 

norm Lin the regularization part of the problem (see Equation 3.37). This can be performed by 

observing the part of the solution given by equation 3.38 involving a beamforming delay-and-

sum operation. Indeed, in focused beamforming for example, a set of sound pressure 

measurement points, p is used to identify a set of point source strengths, q8 F using simple lines 

of delays and gains (Buckley & Van Veen, 1988). In this case, the beamforming delay-and-sum 

operation is given by 

GH-" QsF = p 3.55 

which is equal to the numerator of equation 3.563.38. The beamformer output is defined by 

QeFqBFH = pHGGHp 3 .56 

Therefore, an application of the general Tikhonov regularization problem (presented in 

Equation 3.37) i.s to use the special case where the regularization matrix L is related to the 

beamforming output. 
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3.57 

where diag(lal) indicates that the absolute value of the 1 x L vector a is mapped on the main 

diagonal of a L xL matrix. The infinity norm of a vector v is denoted llvll a> and is defined as the 

maximum of the absolute values of its components. As a result, the inverse solution with this 

new regularization matrix favors source positions or directions for which classical beamforming 

yields a large output. Note that the beamforming output GHp has been normalized by its infinity 

norm llGHpll(X) to ensure that the regularization is normalized in terms of beamformer signal 

level. The minimization problem (Equation 3.37) thus becomes: 

q0 pt = arg min {lp- Gql 2 + e2 1[diag(IGHpl/llGHpll(X))]-1ql2 } 3.58 

The square diagonal matrix [diag(IGHpl/llGHpll(X)) 2]-1 is called the bcamforming 

regularization matrix. lt is important to note that this approach involves a data-dependent 

regularization which somewhat differentiates this method from most classical regularization 

methods. The solution of the above minimization problem then becomes: 
ctt~ Gtt~ _ p _ p _ ( H 2 )-1 tt~ 3 59 

QHyb - GHG + e2 [diag(IGHpl/llGHpll
00

) 2 ]-1 - GHG + e2L - G G + e L G p . 

As a consequence the source power map of the hybrid method is given by: 

A = QHyb HQHyb 3 .60 

As mentioned for any invertible matrix,(x-1)H = (XH)-1 , and since (GHG + e2 L) is a 

hermitian matrix 

3.61 

Since ppH is the cross- spectral matrix, the Equations 3.61 can be rewritten as: 

3.62 

where WHyb = (GHG + e2Lr1GH. We now try to express the regularization matrix L = 

[diag(IGHpl/llGHpll0'.)) 2]-1 in terms of C instead of p. This consists of calculating IGHpl and 

llGHpllO'.) which are explained in details below: 
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1. IG"l>I is a 1 x 1 column vector formed by the norm of components of GHp. The ith 

component of IGHpl is 1Lm9mi• Pml = .J1Lm9mi· Pml~ where ~ are the 

components of G"CG. JGHpl is the 1x1 formed by the square root of the norm of the 

component of Diag(G"CG) where Diag(M) is the vector formed by the main diagonal 

of matrix M. Therefore IGHpl = Diag(GHCG) . 

II. Similary, llGHj)ll a:> is the maximum value of 1Lm9mi • Pml over ail possible values of i. 

Since 1Lm9mi• Pml = .J1Lm9mi• Pml~ , llGHplla:> is also the maximum value of the 

square root of the norm of the components of Diag(GHCG). We will write, llGHplla:> = 
.J llDiag(GHCG) lla:>· 

Finally, regularization matrix is obtained by: 

L - [diag CIG11 pl/llGHJill ,,) 2 J-1 = [ diag( Diag(GHcG) )/ J llDiag (GHcG) 11,r1 

= [nIAG(GHCG)/JllDiag(GHCG)ll.,,r
1 

3.63 

where DIAG(M) is the matrix formed by the main of matrix M (ail non-diagonal terms being 

0). 

3.5.2 Clean-Hybrid 
The basis of the clean-hybrid is quite similar to the clean-SC. ln fact, in order to identify the 

sources, this method uses this fact that mainlobes are coherent with their sidelobes. Here, ail 

steps of the clean-SC are repeated for the clean-hybrid but with the different weight vector 

(WHyb) which is obtained from the hybrid method. Therefore, source cross power for the clean-

hybrid is given by: 

H-Ajk = WHybj CWHybj 3.64 
where WHyb is the weight vector which has been mentioned in section 3.5.1. Similar to the 

clean-SC to determine G(i) , we have to solve the following equation: 

WHyb~DWttyb (i) = WHyb~(i(i-l)WHyb (i) , for ail possible WHyb- 3 .65 
J max J max J 
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To satisfy equation 3.65: 

DWHyb (i) = (;Ci-l)WHyb (i) , for all possible WHyb 3 66 
max max j · 

If we assume that G(i) is due to a single coherent source component b(i) in equation 3.66, the 

solution for G(i) is given as: 

3.67 

where h(i) is given by (See section 3.3.3) 

1 (fiCHlw (il 
~= ~~ 

( 
H(") (") )1/2 p(i-1) 1 +WH b. 1 H(i)W b 1 max 

Y J Hy max 3.68 
+ uCi>wHyb~ax) for all possible WHyb; 

h(i) is evaluated iteratively similar to the clean-SC method. 

3.6 Summary 
ln this chapter, the theories of some source identification methods ( conventional beamforming 

and inverse method, the clean-PSF, the clean-SC and the Ll-generalized inverse beamforming) 

were reviewed. The classical beamforming method is disadvantaged due to its need for a high 

number of measurement microphones in accordance to the requirements. Similarly, the inverse 

methods are disadvantaged due to their need of having an a priori source information. The 

classical Tikhonov regularization provides improvements in solution stability; however it 

continues to be disadvantaged due to its requirement of imposing a stronger penalty for 

undetected source positions. The proposed hybrid method builds upon the beneficial attributes 

of both the beamforming and inverse methods. However, the hybrid method cannot detect a 

weak source in present of a source with strong source. This behavior is due to the large 

penalization that is applied to a weaker source in the hybrid method. Although the clean-PSF 

improves source power map than classical methods, it doesn't have satisfactory results for 

multipoles and area sources. L 1-CIB works for multipole source and coherent/incoherent 

sources. The most significant disadvantage of this method is its computational time. The clean-

SC removes disadvantages of the clean-PSF. However the applicability of this method is for 

uncorrelated sources. The clean-hybrid method was proposed to overcome disadvantages of the 
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hybrid method. In chapter 4, a numerical study of the application of these methods will be 
performed. 
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CHAPTER 4 Algorithm Development & 

Parametric Studies 

4.1 Introduction 
In this thesis, the applications of the source identification approaches described in Chapter 3 are 

investigated in three steps: the numerical simulation, laboratory tests for the small scalc of 

engine (which are conducted in the laboratory of Universite de Sherbrooke), and the free field 

engine test conducted by Pratt & Whitney Canada Corporation. This chapter focuses on a 

numerical study of the source identification methods. Various types of sources including 

monopole, di pole, quadrupole, coherent and incoherent sources are simulated. The goal of these 

simulations is to examine the effectiveness of the source identification methods in order to detect 

the known simulated sources. Since an attempt has been made to draw a general conclusion 

regarding the simulation results, ail results are referenced to the acoustic wavelength. The 

obtained results demonstrate the advantages and drawbacks of the approaches taken in this 

research. In order to gain the best spatial resolution in source power maps, different 

configurations of array are investigated. Array configuration plays an important role in the 

resolution of maps. Thus, it is crucial for researchers to find the best configuration of array that 

would lead to more resolution in source power maps. Studies on array geometries have 

demonstrated that the position and structure of microphone array are two essential features 

which influence the resolution of source maps. Common array configurations which are used in 

the source detection methods are linear array, rectangular array and circular array (Gozasht, et 

al., 2007). Although linear array has optimal directivity and can form the least mainlobe in a 

given direction it cannot be constant in large range and does not treat all azimuths equally 

(Gozasht, et al., 2007). Due to its providing almost uniform beampattern for 360° azimuthal 

coverage, circular array is more sui table when compared with other 2-D arrays. Because of the 

symmetrical structure of the circular array, the steering direction can easily be changed in the 

azimuth angle by simply shifting weights among array elements. Therefore in this study, source 

identification will be conducted using circular array. 
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4.2 Theoretical concepts 

4.2.1 Sound Field Simulation 

The objective of this section is to simulate the sound propagation from simple source modcls to 

the microphone array, in order to further simulate the various source identification approaches 

investigated in the previous chapter. The propagation of a wave generated by a point source at 

position vector y is given by the solution of the inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation (Feshbach 

& Mores, 1953) 

where Xm is the point of observation (microphone position) and Gk(xmlY) is the so-called 

Green's fonction. The dependency of the Green's fonction on the wavenumber is shown by the 

subscript k . ô(xm - y) denotes a Dirac delta function, representing a point source located at 

y . The solution of equation 4. t is given by: 

4.2 

To express the pressure of the point of observation, we multiply the Green function by the 
amplitude of the source: 

4.3 

where Q(w) is the source amplitude and w the temporal angular frequency. 

4.2.2 Microphone Array Cross Spectral Matrix 

The cross -spectral matrix consists of: 

( = pHp, 4.4 
where H stands for the hermitian transpose of the matrix form. Elements of this matrix consist 

of Pn and Pm which are the pressures at the nth and the mth microphones. The dimension of 

this matrix will be N x N, where N is the number of microphones. 
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4.2.2.1 Cross-Spectral Power of Sound Pressures at Two Distinct Locations 

In the presence of two point sources of strengths ( Q11 Q2), the pressure at the point of observation 

(xm) is evaluated by: 

4.5 

where y1 and y2 are source locations. Accordingly, the cross-spectral power of sound pressures 

at two distinct locations (xm and Xn ) is given by: 

4.6 

Q1 (w)Q1 H(w) and Q2(w)Q2 H(w) are the auto spectral density of source strength and 

Q1 (w)Q2 H(w) is the cross-spectral density of source strength which they have been named S11 
, 522 and S12 respectively: 

eik<IYi-Xn l-IY1-xmD ejk(IY2-Xn l-[y2-xmD 

Cnm = 511 IYi - Xn llY1 - Xm 1+ 522 IY2 -xmllY2 - Xn 1 
eik([yz-Xn l-IY1 -xmD ejk(IY1 -xn 1-lyz-xmD 4 . 7 

+ 512 1 + 512 H 1 11 1 IY2 - Xn l IY1 - Xm Y1 - Xn Y2 - Xm 

4.2.3 Auto-Spectral Power of Sound Pressure 

If n = m in equation 4.6 , the cross-spectral density will be converted to the power spectral 
density of pressure which is given by: 
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Cnn = Su 2 + S22 + S12 e+jk([y1-Xml-IYz-XmD 
IY1 - Xmf lx2 - Xmf 2 fY1 - XmlfY2 - Xmf 

S H + 12 e+jk(IY2-xml-IY1-xmD 
IY1 - Xmf IY2 - Xml 

4.9 

4.2.4 Directivity Simulation 

Sources in aero-engines don't always radiate sound in ail directions. This means that the 

directivity of aero-engine sources are not just uniform and may also be non-uniform (di pole or 

quadrupole). Thus, this property should be added in the above equations. The pressure of points 

of observation present on two sources with non-uniform directivity is written as: 

4.10 

where D1 (81 ) and D2 (01 ) are two real functions which demonstrate the directivity oftwo point 

sources. 01 and 02 are azimutal direction (in the horizontal plane). For example, to simulate 

the di pole source, D(B1 ) = cos(61) and for the quadrupole D(B2) = sin(62)cos(62). After the 

ïnclusion of directivity functions, the equation 4.7 is modified as: 
eik(ly,-xn 1-111-xmD eikCly,-x.Hy,-xmD 

C,111, = Di(81)
2
S11 I Il I + Dz(62)

2
S22 I Il 1 Yt - Xm Yt - Xn Yz - Xm Yz - Xn 

e]k(IY2-Xn l-IY1-Xml) eik(ly,-xn l-IYz-XmlJ 
+Di (B1)D2(B2)S121 11 1 +Di (81)D2CB2)S12 H 1 Il 1 Yz - Xn Yt - Xm Y1 - Xn Y2 - Xm 

4.11 

The cross spectral matrix is the input of phased array techniques which are applied is this study, 

and the output is the source power map. We can easily define source properties by changing the 

directivity and the correlation parameter of this matrix {S111 S22 and S12). Regarding to these 

source properties, we can evaluate the efficiency of the source identification methods in order 

to detect the simulated sources. The next section shows the results of phased array methods for 

the different kinds of sources which are extracted from the cross spectral matrix. 

4.3 Simulation results 

4.3.1 The Effect of Different Array Configurations on the Results 
The source identification methods are applied to different circular array configurations in order 

to determine which configuration generates source maps with higher resolution. Two 
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parameters, which are source localization and source quantification (source power), must be 

evaluated in the source power map results in order to determine the capability of different sound 

identification approaches. Therefore, ail of the results in this chapter will be processed according 

to these .parameters. To perform this study, three array configurations, which are half-circular 

array with 30 microphones, full circular array with 30 microphones, and full circular array with 

60 microphones are tested (see Figure 4.1 ). Also, the application of configuration of the real 

engine test which will be explained in Chapter 6, are shown in Appendix A. Since we are 

interested to study the source identification methods for the far-field condition, in ail cases, we 

assume that R = 132,l » il where À is wavelength (for il = 0.3m, R is 45m which is almost 

equal to the real engine test in far field condition). Since R » il considering far field is the 

correct assumption. L 1-GIB in the figures is an abbreviation of L 1-Generalized inverse 

beamforming and iteration. 

Config<ration of Microphones Config1.-ation of Microphones Ccnig1n tlon of Microphones 

50r 50r 50 . . . . . . . .. ..... 
1 

Ê r Ê o~ : : Ê 0 : : 
-;;; >: >; 

1 . .. ... 
-~ 

-~ 0 So -~ 0 50 0 50 x(m) ll{m) x(m) 

Figure 4.1: Different configurations of array: (Left) Half-circular array, N = 30, 
(center) Full-circular array , N = 30, (Right) Full-circular array, N = 60 

Figure 4.2 to Figure 4.8 illustrate the source power maps of the methods for these three 

configurations. Note that the maps are normalized to the max value : AN = 10 log10 (-f-). max 

Therefore, source power maps of various sound identification rang from a maximum value (0 

dB) to a minimum value (-12d8) (see colorbar in the maps). The scan zone is a rectangular 

area where -2,l < x < 2il , -2il <y < 2il and the resolution is O.lil .For all three 

configurations, two uncorrelated sources are assumed to be at [il, O] ,[-il O]. The auto spectral 

density of source strengths (S11 , S22) are equal to 1 W /Hz and the cross spectral density of source 

strengths (512) is O. Table 4.1 demonstrates the source power values for some algorithms. Since 

the equation of hybrid algorithm (see equation 3.62) is not normalized, an exact evaluation of 
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the value of source power is not possible. Almost ail methods evaluate source power value and 

the location of sources with high accuracy. However, the conventional beamforming and the 

regularized inverse method show much stronger sidelobes than other methods. 

Beamfonning Olltput Beamforming Olltpul Beamfonning Output 

. f 10 

·1 0 ·1 D 2 
Kil. xJ>.. 

Figure 4 .2: Conventional beamforming output for different configurations of 
array: (Left) Half-circular array, N = 30, (center) Fu\1-circular array, N = 30, 

(Right) Full-circular array, N = 60 

Inverse method t=5.164 e-6 lnW!rse method ••5.257 e-6 lnve~e method t •8.443 e-7 

·1 0 
xll.. 

2 .j 0 
xll.. 

Figure 4.3: Regularized inverse method output for different configurations of 
a rra y: (Left) Half-circular array, N = 30, (center) Fui 1-circular array, N = 30, 

(Right) Full-circular array, N = 60 

Hybrid method Hybrid method Hybrid method 
2 J-:- ~ r:-~o @ @ $ © 

8 
·1 ·t ·1 

·2 12 -2 0 2 ·2 ·2 0 2 ·2 ·2 0 2 xn.. xJ'> .. xi>.. 

Figure 4.4: Hybrid method output for different configurations of array: (Left) 
Half-circular array, N = 30, (center) Full-circular array, N = 30, (Right) Full-

circular array, N = 60 
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Figure 4.5: L 1-generalized inverse beamforming output for di fferent 
configurations of array: (Left) Half-circular array, N = 30, (center) Full-

circular array, N = 30, (Right) Full-circular array, N = 60 
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Figure 4.6: Clean-PSF output for different configurations of array: (Left) Half-
circular array, N = 30, (center) Full-circular array, N = 30, (Right) Full-circular 

array, N = 60 
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Figure 4.7: Clean-SC output for different configurations of array: (Left) 
Half-circular array, N = 30, (center) Full-circular array, N = 30, (Right) Full-

circular array, N = 60 
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Figure 4.8: Clean-hybrid output for different configurations of array: (Left) 
Half-circular array, N = 30, (center) Full-circular array, N = 30, (Right) Full-

circular array , N = 60 
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Table 4.1: Source power Value for three different configurations of arrays 
Case 1 : Half-circular Case 2 : Fui 1-circular Case 3 : Full-circular 

array, N = 30 array, N = 30 array, N = 60 

A(W) A(W) A(W) 

Method Left source Right Left source Right source Left source Right source 

source 

Beamforming 0.9968 1.017 1.017 0.9314 1.0003 0.9991 

Regularized 0.8809 1.235 1.113 0.8951 1.1023 0.8712 

Inverse 

Clean-PSF 1.0051 1.007 1 1.013 1.043 1 

Clean-SC 1.0401 0.9943 0.9996 0.9393 1.006 0.9542 

It is useful to quantitatively compare the performance of an array inspection strategy in terms 

of its ability to detect and image a point source. The array performance indicator (API) has been 

defined to aid this quantification (Holmes, et al., 2005). Figure 4.9 illustrates schematically the 

concept of API for a simple Gaussian shaped point spread function. The API is a dimensionlcss 

mcasure of the spatial size of a point spread fonction. lt is defined as the area, S_6ct 8 dB, within 

which the point spread fonction is greater than -6 dB down from its maximum value, 

normalised to the square of the wavelength. 

API= S- 6dB 
il.2 

• • 

s ... ,. 

,,. 

4.12 

,, 

" 
•T 

. ~ 

• 

Figure 4.9: Schematic representation of the concept of API (Holmes, et al., 
2005). 
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Table 4.2 shows the APis of various algorithms for the three different array configurations 

(Figure 4.2 to Figure 4.8 ). lt can be seen that as the number of elements is increased, the 

resolution of the point source increases. For example, comparison of the beamforming (or the 

inverse method) for the full-circular array configuration (N=60) with the beamforming (or the 

inverse method) for the half-circular array (N=30), shows that the API for N=60 is reduced by 

71 % than N=30. However, the APis of the other methods, especially the clean-SC and the 

clean-hybrid do not substantially change (3.6%). In addition, for case N=60, the API of the 

clean-SC in comparison with the beamforming (or the inverse method) is reduced by 93%. 

Table 4.2: Modelled API for images with point source at (0, -il) 
Case 1 : Half-circular Case 2 : Full-circular Case 3 : Full-circular 

array, N = 30 array, N = 30 array, N = 60 

Method API API API 

Beamforming 29.95 8.65 8.61 

Regularized 29.96 8.66 8.62 

Inverse 

Hybrid 0.82 0.72 0.71 

Ll-GIB 0.85 0.80 0.78 

Clean-PSF 0.71 0.69 0.69 

Clean-SC 0.54 0.52 0.52 

Clean-hybrid 0.55 0.53 0.53 

Previous studies emphasized that circular array is less affected by spatial aliasing than linear 

arrays (Clénet.B., 201 O.), (Spors, 2006). In this part, effect of aliasing on circular array for this 

special far field condition is studied. As mentioned earlier, in order to avoid spatial aliasing for 

ail frequencies, a highly dense sensor array is needed with a sensor spacing of il/2. This 

approach requires a large number of sensors and may not be practical for real applications. 

Table 4.3 shows microphone distance (d) for different configurations regarding 2d/À.. 
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Table 4.3: Microphones distance and for each 
f . con 1gurat1on 

Configuration 2d/Â 

Half-Circular array(N=30) 28.66 

Full-Circular array(N=30) 57.32 

Full-Circular array(N=60) 28.66 

Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 show the results of the conventional beamforming for 60 

microphones (d » À/2) and 800 microphones(d =À). The scan zone in Figure 4.11 is -2À < 
x < 2Â , -2Â <y < 2À while for Figure 4.10 the scan zone is extended -20À < x < 
20.:1., -20À < y < 20À. As shown in Figure 4.10, the increasing number of microphone( d < 
Ji../2) prevents aliasing and removes man y sidelobes far from the source. However Figure 4. 10 

demonstrates that when a small scan zone is applied, the conventional beamforming results for 

800 microphones (N=800) are almost similar to the case with 60 microphones. Since in this 

research, we only need a small scan zone to cover the sources, aliasing limitation is not very 

important. 
Beamforming OIApul( N =BOO ) 

15 

10 
5 .. , 0 > 
.5 
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Figure 4.10 : Conventional beamforming for 60 microphones and 800 
microphones, for scan zone -20À < x < 20À , -20Â <y< 20À 

· ~2 _, 

Figure 4 . 11: Conventional beamforming for 60 microphones and 800 
microphones, for scan zone -2À < x < 2À , -2Â <y< 2À 
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Figure 4.2 to Figure 4.8 show that a reduction in the number of microphones significantly 

decreases resolution and increases the side lobe of classical methods. Furthermore, comparison 

of the full-circular array with the half circular array reveals that the resolution and source power 

of the full circular array are more precise than the half-circular array. Further comparison of 

methods confirms that resolution of nove! methods (the clean PSF, the clean-SC and the LI 

generalized inverse beamforming) and proposed methods (the hybrid method and the clean-

hybrid) are more precise than the classical methods (the regularized inverse method and the 

conventional beamforming). Unlike the classical methods, the new methods give reasonable 

results even for configurations with fewer microphones. Figure 4.12 to Figure 4.18 illustrate the 

comparison of near-field and far-field configuration of microphones. These results demonstrate 

the inadequacy of the regularized inverse method, the hybrid method and the Ll-generalized 

inverse beamforming for near-field array configuration. Both near field and far field 

configurations have 60 microphones. Source locations are at [..l/2,0] and [-..l/2,0). The near-

ficld and far-field radiuses are R = À and R= l 32 À. respectively (two uncorrelated sources with 

equal amplitude). 

·2 

-10 

·12 _, 
·I ·O & 0 0 5 -05 0 os 

"' ,,, 
Figure 4 . 12: Conventional beamforming output, (Left) : Near-field 

configuration, (Right): Far-field configuration 

ln-se method ia4.5ll7e.8 lnverlle melhod ca4.597e.8 

Figure 4 . 13 : Regularized inverse method output, (Left): Near-field 
configuration, (Right): Far-field configuration 
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Figure 4.14:Hybrid method output,(Left): Near-field configuration, (Right) 
Far-field configuration 
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Figure 4.15: L 1-GIB, (Left): Near-field configuration, (Right) Far-field 
configuration 
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Figure 4.16: Clean-PSF, (Left):Near-field configuration, (Right) 
configuration 
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Figure 4.17: Clean-SC, (Left):Near-field configuration, (Right) Far-field 
configuration 
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Figure 4. l 8:Clean-hybrid: (Left):Near-field configuration, (Right) : Far-field 
configuration 

4.3.2 Evaluation of Algorithms for Different Number of Sources 
This project focuses on noise identification on aero engine, and engine noises consist of a 

numbers of sources, including fan, compressor, jet and turbine etc. We have to be convinced 

that the algorithms have the capability to distinguish between ail sources with satisfactory 

resolution. Figure 4.19 shows the array configuration that is applied in ail methods. 60 

microphones are located at 132À from the center [O, O], where À is the wavelength. The inter-

microphone separation distance is 14À. . To prevent the spatial aliasing of source power maps, 

inter-microphone distance (d) must be less than À/2. However, for the real engine test, using 

man y microphones leads to high costs. Thus, we are forced to evaluate the application of source 

identification methods for d » À/2. However, in spite of the fact that d » À/2 , the accuracy 

of source power maps is reasonable. 
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Figure 4 . 19 : Configuration of array, N=60, R=132À, 
2d/ À= 28.6618 
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Figure 4.20 to Figure 4.26 show the source power map of all algorithms ( explained in Chapter 

3) for one, two and three uncorrelated monopole sources with equal amplitudes. For one 

monopole source, the location is at {0,0], for two monopole sources, the locations are at [.il O] 

, [-.il, O], and three monopole sources are placed at [À, O], [-À, O] and [O ,,l-{3 ] (the distance 

between sources is 2À ). To evaluate the application of source identification methods, two 

paramcters must be tested: Source localization and Source quantification (source power). 

Although the conventional beamforming and the regularized inverse method can correctly 

evaluate the location and amplitude of the sources, the map results contain man y sidelobes. This 

means that the sidelobes cause some incorrect source identifications in the results. Moreover, 

the main lobes are sometimes not discernible in the presence of large sidelobes. The next three 

methods remove the sidelobes and detect the source more accurately than the classical 

beamforming and the regularized inverse method. Ali methods correctly localized the source. 

l'able 4.4 shows the normalized values of source power which confirm that all methods are able 

to approximately calculate source power value. We repeat the configuration test with three 

sources that are positioned at [-À/5 O], [il/S O] and [ 0 V'll/S] (distance between sources is 

less than À) (see Figure 4.27). While distances between sources are Jess than the wavelength, 

the classical methods cannot discriminate the sources positions. The results show that the 

conventional beamforming and the regularized inverse method have a big red spot instead of 3 

separated sources. This leads to incorrect assessment of source locations. Although the hybrid 

mcthod improves resolution of source power maps rather than the c[assica[ methods, it still 

cannot separately distinguish the sources. Thus the generalized inverse beamforming method 

and the clean methods which strongly improve the resolution are applied. ln other words, these 

novel methods can provide sub-wavelength resolution which is a very promising conclusion. 
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Figure 4.20 : Conventional beamforming output of different number of 
sources, Left: One monopole source (source location is [0,0]), Center: Two 
monopoles sources with the same amplitude, Right: Three monopole sources 

with the same amplitudes 
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Figure 4.21: Regularized inverse method output of di fferent number of 
sources, Left: One monopole source, Center: Two monopoles sources with the 

sa me amplitude, Right: Three monopole sources with the sa me amplitudes 
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Figure 4.22 : Hybrid output of different number of sources, Left: One 
monopole source, Center: Two monopoles sources with the same amplitude, 

Right: Three monopole sources with the same amplitudes 
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Figure 4.23: Ll-generalized inverse beamforming output of different number 
of sources, Left: One monopole source, Center: Two monopoles sources with 
the same amplitude, Right: Three monopole sources with the same amplitudes 
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Figure 4.24:Clean-PSF output of different number of sources, Left: One 
monopole source, Center: Two monopoles sources with the same amplitude, 

Right: Three monopole sources with the same amplitudes 
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Figure 4.25 Clean-SC output of different number of sources, Left: One 
monopole source, Center: Two monopoles sources with the same amplitude, 

Right: Three monopole sources with the same amplitudes 
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Figure 4.26: Clean-Hybrid output of different number of sources, Left: One 
monopole source, Center: Two monopoles sources with the same amplitude, 

Right : Three monopole sources with the same amplitudes 

Table 4.4 : Source power for different number of sources 
Case 1 : One source Case 2 : Two sources Case 3 : Three sources 

An(W) An(W) An(W) 
Method Center source Left source Right source Left upper Right 

source source source 

Bcamforming 1 0.9968 1.017 1 1.005 1.003 

Regularized 0.889 0.8809' 1.235 1.210 0.889 1.112 

inverse 

Clean-PSF 1 1.0051 1.007 1.005 1.008 1.021 

Clean SC 1.0004 1.0401 0 .9943 1.002 1.003 1 
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Figure 4.27:Three monopole sources with equal amplitudes at P./5 O], 
[ - ,l/5 O], [O, v'TI/5], 

4.3.3 Identification of Unequal Amplitude Sources Using Different 

Algorithms 
Aero engines have various sources with a wide range of amplitudes. The amplitude of fan noise 

is relatively different from that of jet noise or combustion noise is not comparable with jet noise. 

Accordingly, we must investigate the application of the approaches for the sources with a 

different range of strengths. ln the figures below, the sources are uncorrelated and the amplitude 

of the left source is 6dB less than that of the right sources (S11 = 1 W /Hz, S22 = 4W /Hz) (see 

Figure 4.28 to Figure 4.34). Table 4.5 also shows the normalized source power amplitudes for 

all algorithms. We can observe that the conventional beamforming and the regularized inverse 

methods are able to correctly acquire the amplitude and the location of the sources. However, 

as mentioned in the previous section, the biggest disadvantage of both methods is the presence 

of sidelobes besides the main lobes. The inability of the hybrid method to determine the weaker 
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source is obvious and is due to the largest penalization being applied to a weaker source in the 

hybrid method (see Equation 3.58), resulting in an underestimation of source strength for this 
source. 
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Figure 4.28 : Conventional beamforming method in the case of two 
uncorrelated broadband inputs with a 6d8 level difference 
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Figure 4.29: Regularized inverse method in the case of two uncorrelated 
broadband inputs with a 6dB level difference 
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Figure 4.30: Hybrid method in the case of two uncorrelated broadband inputs 
with a 6dB level difference 
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Figure 4.31 : L 1-generalized inverse beamforming method in the case of two 
uncorrelated broadband inputs with a 6dB level difference 
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Figure 4.32:Clean-PSF method in the case of two uncorrelated broadband inputs 
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Figure 4.34: Clean-hybrid method in the case of two uncorrelated broadband 
inputs with a 6d8 level difference 

Table 4.5: Relative Source power for two 
1 t d . h 6dB d'ff 1 · d uncorre a e source wlt 1 erence am p 1 tu e 

Method An(dB) 

Conventional beamforming -6.13 

Regularized inverse -5.90 

Hybrid Disappear 

Ll-GIB -6.24 

Clean- SC -7.10 

Clean-hybrid -6.82 

4.3.4 Identification of Correlated Sources, Uncorrelated Sources and 

Partially Correlated Source with Different Algorithms 
Aero engine noise consists of both correlated and uncorrelated sources. Here we process the 

application of the approaches for correlated, uncorrelated and partially correlated sources (see 

Figure 4.35 to Figure 4.41 ). Table 2.1 shows the auto spectral density of source strength 

(5111 S22) and the cross spectral density of source strength (512) (see Equation 4.7). The clean-SC 

and the clean-hybrid detect partially correlated sources as well as uncorrelated sources. However 

these methods do not satisfactorily detect correlated sources. ln the first iteration of these 

algorithms, the mainlobe (maximum value) and all coherent parts in the source power map will 

be removed. Accordingly, weaker sources that are coherent with the mainlobe will also be 

removed. This reveals that the clean-SC is inappropriate for coherent sources. The applications 
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·1 

of other methods for correlated sources are almost similar to uncorrelated sources. The L 1-GIB 

identifies uncorrelated sources as well as correlated and partially correlated sources. 

Table 4.6: The value of auto spectral density of source strength and the Cross spectral density of source 

strength 

Coherent sources 5 11 = lW/Hz S22 = 1W/Hz 512 = 1W/Hz 

Incoherent sources 511 = 1W/Hz S22 = 1W/Hz 512 = OW/Hz 

Partially Coherent sources 5 11 = 1W/Hz S22 = 1W/Hz 512 = 0.2SW /Hz 
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Figure 4.35: Output of conventional beamforming for, Left: Two uncorrelated sources, 
Center: Two partially correlated sources, Right: Two fully correlated sources 
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Figure 4.36 Regularized inverse output for two monopole sources, Left: Two 
uncorrelated sources, Center: Two partially correlated sources, Right: Two fully 

correlated sources 
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Figure 4.37 : Hybrid method output for two monopole sources, Left: Two uncorrelated 
sources, Center: Two partially correlated sources, Right: Two fully correlated sources 
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Figure 4.38: L 1-generalized inverse beamforming output for two monopole sources, 
Left: Two uncorrelated sources, Center: Two partially correlated sources, Right: Two 

fully correlated sources 
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Figure 4.39 : Clean-PSF output for two monopole sources, Left: Two uncorrelated 
sources, Center: Two partially correlated sources, Right: Two fully correlated 

sources 
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Figure 4.41: Clean-hybrid output for two monopole sources, Left: Two 
uncorrelated sources, Center: Two partially correlated sources, Right : Two fully 

co rre 1 ated sources 

Table 4.7: Source power value 
Case 1 : Uncçirrelated Case 2 : partially correlated Case 3 : correlated sources 

An (W) An(W) An(W) 

Method Left Right Left source Right source Left source Right source 

source source 

Conventional 1.0003 0.9991 1.0182 1.0275 1.066 1.0703 

beamforming 

Regularized 1.1023 0.87 12 1.121 1.210 1.110 0.902 

inverse 

Clean-PSF 1 1 1.004 1.004 1.003 1.102 

Clean-SC 1.006 0.9542 0.9996 0.9393 1.121 Not detected 
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4.3.5 Identification of Monopole, Di pole and Quadrupole Sources with 

Different Algorithms 

As mentioned in section 4.2.4, engine sources consist of monopole, dipole and quadrupole 

sources. Jet noise is generated by the turbulent mixing of the high speed exhaust jet with the 

ambient air. We can think of the mixing region as a region of strong turbulent flow. In the mixing 

region, a serve velocity gradient exists normal to the jet and, due to the viscosity of the air, this 

gradient produces vortices and shear forces which, in turn, produce quadrupole noise sources. 

Furthermore, the contact of airflow with solid surface (for example the fan) produces dipole 

source. ln this section we show the performance of the approaches for the detection of sources 

with different directivities. 

4.3.6 Validation of Sourèe Power Values with Theoretical Method 

To ensure the accuracy of the source power values of di pole and quadrupole sources, theories 

of dipole and quadrupole power are discussed. Let's say we have a dipole source at origin in 

Figure 4.42a. The sound pressure radiated at (r, 8) is given by: 
e-jkr 

P(r, 8 , w) = cos(8)Q(w)--r 
4.13 

where Q(w) is di pole strength and cos(8) shows the directivity of the di pole source. 

{a) {b) 

p y p 
y 

rvf/. 
/ 

/ f) r2 

Q Q1 -Ql X 
X 

d 

Figure 4.42: (a): A dipole source at origin, (b): Two closely spaced monopoles 
of source strengths Q1 and -Q1 which perform as a di pole source 

The source power of thi s source is given by: Sqq = QQH. The source identification methods 

will try to look at the dipole source as two closely spaced monopoles (Q1 and -Q1) with equal 
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source strength, but opposite phase, and separated by a small distance d (see Figure 4.42b). The 

sound power radiated with these sources ( Q1 and -Q1 ) is given by Sd, where subscript d indicate 

di pole source. The sound pressure at (r, 8) is: 

4.14 

According to Equation 4.14 we have, 

4.15 

For the far field condition, we can approximate: lr1 - r21 = kdcos(B) and r1 ::::: r2 . 

Equation 4.15 is rewritten for the far field condition as: 

1
, 12 2 P ::::: -zSd(l - cos(kdcos8)) 

r 
By Comparing 1r-1 2 

with IPl 2 'the relation between sd and SQQ is given by: 

lf>l 2
::::; IPl 2 ==> 2So(l - cos(kdcos8)) = (cos8) 2 SQQ 

For the quadrupole source, the sound pressure radiated at (r, 8) is given by: 

e-jkr 
P(r, 8,w) = sin(8)cos(8)Q(w)--

r 
4.16 

where sin(8)cos(8) shows quadrupole directivity. Thus, the square pressure of quadrupole is 

given by: 

1 IPl2 = sin28cos28SQQ 2 4.17 
r 

C.Hansen demonstrated that two dipole sources can be combined to form a quadrupole (sec 

Figure 4.43). ln this case the radiated power and the square sound pressure are given by (Hansen, 

2005): 

4.18 
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where Sq is the power of four monopoles forming the quadrupole (subscript q, indicate 

quadrupole) source. Comparing Equations 4.17 with Equation 4.18 shows the relation between 

SQQ and Sq as: 

• 2 .a 2 .as 1 [ck 3dlsin28]
2 

4 19 Sin oCOS C7 QQ r2 = Sq Zr . 

Y 
p 

ri ..-----:;:; 
- Q 2 __ ......:------

02 
r 

L 

X 

d 

Figure 4.43: Geometry of a quadrupole source (Hansen, 2005) 

In order to evaluate the application of the various algorithms for identification of multipole 

sources, we applied the full-circular array with 60 microphones (see Figure 4.1 ). As shown in 

Figure 4.44 to Figure 4.50 the whole algorithms can identify uncorrelated monopole, dipole and 

quadrupole sources. Table 4.8 shows the relation between SQQ and SQQ for different values. For 

both dipole and quadruple sources, d = L = 0.6471À.. Source locations for ail sources are 

positioned on [À ,O] and [-À. ,O]. The obtained results show that the resolution of the Ll-

generated inverse method is more accurate than others. Although the resolution of the clean-

PSF is better than that of the classical methods, it cannot remove all sidelobes. Figure 4.49 and 

Figure 4.50 show that as expccted, the clean-SC and the clean hybrid are unable to perfectly 

distinguish dipole and qaudrupole sources. Since for each iteration of these algorithms, coherent 

parts are removed from the dirty map (Source power map), other poles will be removed after 

determining the first pole of the di pole or quadrupole as the maximum value, for reasons of 

coherency. Table 4.9 shows the maximum values of source power maps. The values listed for 

dipoles and quadrupoles in Table 4.9 are source power of monopoles (Q1 and Q2 in Figure 4.42 

and Figure 4.43 ) forming the dipoles and quadrupoles. A comparison of this Table with 

Table 4.9 confirms that most method evaluate source power with reasonable accuracy. 
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Table 4.8: Relation between SQQ with Sd and Sqfor different values of Di pole and 

Quadrupole 

Di pole 
SQQ =1 W 

SQQ =4 W 

Quadrupole SQQ =4 W 

-1 

2 

sd =0.3458 w 
sd =t.3833 w 
Sq =0.2306 W 

Bearnforming Output 

0 
xn. 

2 

figure 4.44: Conventional beamforming output:(left) one monopole(S11 = 1) 
and one dipole source(S22 = 4), (Right) one quadrupole (S11 = 1) and one 

dipole sources(S22 = 4) 

Inverse method t•B.997e-7 Inverse method &=9.257 e-7 
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Figure 4.45 : Regularized inverse output:(left) one monopole and one dipole 
source, (Right) one quadrupole and one dipole source 
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Figure 4.46: Hybrid output:(left) one monopole and one dipole source, (Right) 
one quadrupole and one dipole source 
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Figure 4.4 7 : L 1-generalized inverse beamforming output: (left) one monopole 
and one dipole source, (Right) one quadrupole and one dipole source 
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Figure 4.48:Clean-PSF :(left) one monopole and one dipole source, (Right) one 
quadrupole and one dipole source 
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Figure 4.49 : Clean-SC output:(left) one monopole and one dipole source, (Right) 

one quadrupole and one dipole source 
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Figure 4.50: Clean-hybrid output:(left) one monopole and one dipole source, (Right) 
one quadrupole and one dipole source 

Table 4.9: S f1 1 . 
Monopole-Dipole(Sd =l.3833 W,SQQ = lW Dipolc-Quarupolc(Sq =0.2306 W, Sd =0.345 WJ 

A(W) A(W) 

Method Di pole Monopole Quadrupole di pole 

Conventional 1.406 1.062 0.238 0.346 

beamforming 

Regularized 1.310 1.023 0.254 0.432 

inverse 

Clean-PSF 1.4305 1.005 0.234 0.374 

Clean-SC 1.4039 1.086 0.236 0.345 
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4.3. 7 Dircctivity 

ln the section 4.3.3, the application of the various approaches for identification of sources with 

a different range of strengths has been evaluated. Figure 4.28 to Figure 4.34 show the source 

power maps of the various approaches. The objective of this section is to evaluatc the 

contribution of these sources (the left and the right sources in Figure 4.28 to Figure 4.34) to the 

directivity map. Directivity is a parameter that determines which direction of 

sources propagation is more severe than that in others. As explained in Chapter 3, in order to 

detect source strengths, a grid of points (red 1 ines in Figure 4.51) is assumed to cover the acoustic 

source volume (green volumes in Figure 4.51 ). As mentioned in Equation 3.33, microphones 

output and source strength are related by p = Gq where p is microphone output, G is green 

function and q is source strength. Sound pressure level (SPL) is given by: 

4.20 

whcre Pref = 20 X 10-6 Pa. For the directivity map, SPL is given as a function of the angle. To 

separate the contribution of individual sources (the left and right sources in Figure 4.51) to 

microphone output, we can calculate the directivity of the left source which is covered by the 

left grid points (the left rectangular area in Figure 4.51 ), and the right source which is covered 

using the right grid points (the right rectangular area in Figure 4.51 ). ln other words, 

microphones output resulting from the left source is given by: 

4.21 

where the elements of qL are equal to q , with this difference that al! values of qL which are 

be long to the right points of the grid scan are equal to zero. The same way is performed to 

generate the sound pressure of microphones resulting from the right point sources PR= GqR 

(ail elements of qR which are be long to the left points of the grid scan are equal to zero). 
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Figure 4.51: grid point that covers two sources with different directivity 

As the input of source identification algorithms is the cross spectral matrix (C) rather than 

microphone pressures, we must calculate the directivity map by using the cross spectral matrix 

(C ). 

Therefore, to evaluate the directivity of microphone pressure, we regenerate C by: 

4.22 

The diagonal values of this matrix are P 2 • Therefore, the sound pressure level (SPL) is given 

by: 

4.23 

The cross spectral matrix regarding to the left point sources ( qt) is written by: 

4.24 

The diagonal of this matrix consists of PL 2 which is auto spectrum generated due to left point 

sources. Contribution of sound pressure level of microphones because ofleft si de source wi li be 

calculated: 

4.25 

This method is repeated for the right point sources as well. ln order to reconstruct the directivity 

maps of sources, the full-circular array configuration with 60 microphones is used (see 

Figure 4.1). Figure 4.52(a) and Figure 4.52(b) shows source power maps of the beamforming 

and the clean-SC for two uncorrelated sources with the same amplitudes at f= 1 OOOHz. ln 

Figure 4.52 (c) and Figure 4.52 (d) the directivity of sound pressure which is reconstructed by 
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the beamforming and the clean-SC are compared with the exact directivity. The obtained results 

show that the full directivity map (the black line Figure 4.52 (c) and (d)) is symmetrical with 

respect to the y-axis and the directivity of left sources (the red line Figure 4.52 (c) and (d)) and 

right sources (the blue line Figure 4.52 (c) and (d)) are symmetrical to each other with respect 

to the y-axis. Since the amplitudes of the two sources are equal, these properties are predictable. 

Figure 4.53 shows the source power maps and the directivity oftwo uncorrclated sources whcre 

amplitude of the right source is 6dB more than that of the left source. Therefore, in the directivity 

map, the contribution of the left source to microphones output (the red line) must be less than 

the contribution of the right source which matches with the results of Figure 4.53. Figure 4.52 

and Figure 4.53 show that the directivity of clean-SC is almost identical with the exact 

directivity and more accurate than the beamforming. These promising results confirm that the 

clean-SC is able to properly reconstruct the directivity of the in let I exhaust engine sources as 

well as the complete source. However, as mentioned earlier, the clean-SC is unable to detect 

correlated sources. Then, in order to reconstruct the directivity of coherent sources, another 

method as the beamforming and the hybrid method should be applied. 
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Figure 4.52:Source power map and directivity of two uncorrelated sources with 
same amplitudes at f=IOOOHz, (a): Source power map of Beamforming, (b): 

Source power map of Clean-SC, (c): Directivity of sources by Beamforming, 
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Figure 4.53: Source power map and directivity of two uncorrelated sources with 
6dB different amplitudes at f= 1 OOOHz, (a): Source power map of Beamforming, 
(b): Source power map of Clean-SC, (c): Directivity of sources by Beamforming 

, (d): Directivity of sources by Clean-SC 

4.3.8 Computational Cost of the Source Identification Methods 
This part performs a comparative study of the various source identification methods in terms of 

computational cost. Table 4.10 shows the computational cost and. the number of iteration for the 

various source identification algorithms. The computation time of various methods are 

calculated as a ratio of the beamforming method. The whole algorithms are applied for a full 

circular array with 60 microphones, two uncorrelated monopole sources at [À O] , [-À O] whcrc 

the auto spectral density of source strengths (5111 522) are equal to 1 W /Hz. The inter-microphone 

spasing is 14 À, R = 132À., the selected scan area is a rectangular are (2À x 2Â ) in order to 

cover the sources, and the resolution is 0.0 l À. This comparison shows that the computational 

costs for classical beamforming (CB), the regularized inverse and the hybrid algorithms are very 

fast. However, the high resolution of the source power map for the clean-SC and the clean-

hybrid justifies their computational costs. The time cost of the L 1-generalize inverse 

beamforming method is several times more than the clean-SC and the clean-hybrid. 
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T bl 4 l 0 C a e omputat1ona cost o f h s t e ource identification methods 
Source Identification method Number of lterations Rate 

Conventional Beamfonning 1 1 

Regularized inverse 1 1.21 

Hybrid 1 5.65 

Lt-generalized inverse beamforming 10 151.26 

Clean-SC 30 31 .82 

Clean-hybrid 8 29.40 

4.4 Summary 
This chapter focused on a numerical study of source identification methods. Different types of 

sources (monoploe,dipole,quadrupole,coherent and uncoherent sources) and microphone 

pressures were simulated in order to assess the performance of various methods for source 

identification. Ail results were referenced to the acoustic wavelength in order to reach a gencral 

conclusion regarding the simulation results. The obtained results confirm that the novel methods 

(the clean methods and the L 1-GIB) identify sources more accurately than the classical methods. 

However, the clean methods are notable to handle correlated sources and differentiate between 

quadrupole and di pole sources. Finally in order to determine the contribution of the individual . 

sources to microphones output, the left/right directivity of sources was calculated. Although the 

application of clean-SC is more reasonable that other methods e.g. the beamforming, it is not 

able to reconstruct the directivity of coherent sources and multipole sources. ln Chaptcr 5, 

these methods will be validated in the laboratory tests. 
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CHAPTER 5 VALIDATION THROUGH 

EXPERIMENTS IN CONTROLLED 

CONDITIONS 

5.1 Introduction 
The theoretical foundations of the proposed source identification methods for this study are 

discussed in Chapter 3. ln this chapter, we attempt to evaluate the validation of the methods with 

laboratory experiments on a test set-up that involves sound radiation from some speakers and a 

semi-circular array of microphones in a hemi-anechoic room. ln these experiments, the 

frequency content and amplitude of sources were varied as well as the microphone array 

configurations in order to test the source identification algorithms and determine promising 

array configurations for this problem. The obtained results from laboratory tests identify the 

satisfactory source identification methods with high resolution for source map, as well as most 

suitable array configuration for the engine test. 

5.2 Laboratory Tests 

5.2.1 Description of the Test Set-up 

5.2.1.1 Sound Generation 
The laboratory test set-up designed to validate the source identification approach is a waveguide 

system (speaker is installed in a duct), insta\led in the GAUS hemi-anechoïc chamber 

(Figure 5.39). As shown in Figure 5.1, the source is realized with 2 back-to-back 25cm 

loudspeakers (Tang band W8- l 808) mounted at the end of 2 circular PVC ducts 30cm in 

diameter. The length of each wavcguide (between speaker membrane and duct termination) is 

45.Scm, and the total length of the system is approximately l .5m. The system was maintained 

above the floor using a wood structure (the duct axis was 30 cm above the ground). Each 

loudspeaker was fed independently with a single-frequency or broadband input, or a 

combination of both. A preliminary validation of the methods consisted of removing the 

waveguide system and simply placing the loudspeakers (satellite, Audiophile DX4) driven by 
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white noise at an arbitrary position inside the array (Figure 5.2). The speakers input are sound 

source power B&K type 4205 which create white noise. Loudspeakers positions are changed 

along the red-line in Figure 5.2 to validate the application of various approaches for different 

source locations. The distances between two sources are changed from ! Sem to l OOcm. To 

evaluate the performance of various methods for identification of correlated/uncorrelated 

sources at different levels, the power of sources will be selected different from each other 

(between OdB to l 2dB). Table 5.1 shows the entire test configurations which were donc in the 

Laboratory to validate the simulation results. 

2 
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of test Laboratory test 

Table 5.1: Various Test validations in The Laboratory 
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5.2.I.2 Sound Measurement 

The measurements are provided by a l.78m radius semi-circular array of B&K4 l 89 \/2 in frec-

field microphones installed on a semi-circular aluminum structure (Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.39). 

The microphone capsules were oriented towards the array center Sem above the ground. Pre-

drilled holes in the support allow up to 60 equally spaced microphone positions to be used. A second 

semi-circular array of sound pressure data is virtually created by assuming axi-symmetry of 

sound radiation from the waveguide system or speakers on the axis-line (redline in Figure 5.2 

and Figure 5.39). This configuration has the advantage of virtually increasing the number of 

sound pressure data and array aperture without additional physical measurernents. The ground 

effect is a crucial parameter which influences the results: the pressure of a retlecting surface 

near a source will affect the radiated sound and apparent directional properties of source. 

Similarly, the presence of a retlecting surface near receiver will affect the sound received by 

receiver. In fact, when a retlecting surface is near to receiver, source power level increases 

approximately 6 dB (Hansen, 2005). Therefore, an attention must be paid to the influence of the 

ground on the source power map results. 

5.2. 1.3 Data Acquisition and Processing 
Microphone signais were acquired on a B&K Pulse system, which recorded the sound pressure 

P; (t) at each microphone i. Then, the cross spectral rnatrix of the pressure is created from the se 

tirne signais. The source identification is conducted on the cross spectral rnatrix which is applied 

to the algorithrns. 

5.3 Experiments with Loudspeakers 
Before applying a small-scale (waveguide system) replica of a free field static engine test, the 

various approaches are validated by some simple loudspeakers. As shown in Figure 5.2 the 

loudspeakers (satellite, Audiophile DX4) are positioned on the ground. ln order to validate the 

various source identification rnethods, several testes are implemented for different source 

amplitude levels, different numbers of loud speakers, different source positions, and for both 

correlated and uncorrelated sources. For all tests the input signal of one speaker relative to the 

other varies between 0 to l 2d8. The frequency range for these experiments is from OHz to 
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2000Hz. lt should be noted that the scan zone for ail tests is -1.4m < x < 1.4m and -1.4m < 
y < 1.4m, and the resolution is defined as 0.02m (ti.x = 0.02m and Lly = 0.02m). 

Figure 5.2: Experimental set-up in the laboratory for loudspeakers without 
waveguides 

5.3.1 Validation of the Methods for Different Configuration of 

Microphones 
ln this section, we implement source detection using four different configurations of 

microphones (see Figure 5.3). There are two essential goals behind this test which are explained 

as bellow: 

1- To observe the effectiveness of the number of microphones on the results 

2- To compare the resolution of the maps of full circular array with half circu lar array 

Assumption of an axi-symmetrical sound field is equivalent to setting up a full circular array 

enclosing the source, white requesting only a Yi circle of physical measurements. According to 

this fact, the configurations of array for this task consist of: 

1- 188 microphones including a semi-circular array with 94 microphones and a second 

virtual semi-circular array with 94 microphones because of assuming axi-symmetry of 

sound radiation from the waveguide system. 

2- The semi-circular array with 94 microphones 
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3- The semi-circular array with 47 microphones and an added second semi-circular array 

with 47 virtual microphones 

4- 30 microphones are positioned on a semi-circular array and as in configurations 1 and 3, 

a semi-circular array with 30 virtual microphones is assumed. 

Figure 5.4 to Figure 5.10 demonstrate the influence of these four configurations for various 

methods at f:;;;:: 1 OOOHz. The measurements are implemented for two uncorrelated speakers with 

identical input levels. The crosses in the figures represent actual loudspeaker positions (the 

position of the front face). The loudspeaker orientations and their directivity issue for these tests 

are illustrated in Figure 5.11 . 
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Figure 5 .3: four different configurations of array, (a): 188 microphone on full 
circular array where microphone distances are 6cm,(b) : 94 microphones on 

semi-circular array, microphone distances are 6cm, (c): 94 microphones on full 
circular array, microphone distances are 12cm, (d): 60 microphones on full 

circular array, microphone distances are l 8cm 
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Figure 5.4: Conventional beamforming output of the different configurations of 
array, (a): 188 microphone on full circular array (b): 94 microphones on semi-

circular array, (c): 94 microphones on full circular array (d): 60 microphones on 
full circular array 
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Figure 5.6: Hybrid method output of the different configurations of array, (a): 
188 microphone on full circular array (b): 94 microphones on scmi-circular 

array, (c): 94 microphones on full circular array (d): 60 microphones on full 
circular array 
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Figure 5.10: Clean hybrid output of the different configurations of array, (a): 
188 microphone on full circular array (b): 94 microphones on semi-circular 

array, (c): 94 microphones on full circular array (d): 60 microphones on full 
circular array 

As mentioncd, in order to avoid spatial aliasing d must be lower than half of the wavelength 

(À/2) (d is the distance between the microphones and À. is wavelength). The microphone 

distances of various configurations are shown in Table5.2. A glimpse at the results emphasizes 

that for half circular array (d = 0.0626m), the resolution of source power map decreases in 

comparison with full circular array, even with fewer microphones (d = 0.1878m). However 

the source power map resolution of the clean-SC and the clean-hybrid for half circular array is 

as well as full circular array which is coherent with simulation results. A comparison of various 

full circular configurations shows that increasing the number of microphones (decreasing d) 

leads to the source power maps with higher resolution. For the engine test, applying these many 

microphones will be too expensive. Due to this limitation, we are interested in evaluating 

methods with less microphones (here 60 microphones, d = 0.1878m ). As explained in Chapter 

4, although for this special circular array configuration d > 1/2, aliasing occurs far from the 

scan zone and does not affect the results. As explained in chapter 4 for simulation results, 

dccrcasing the number of microphones (here from 188 to 94 and 60) leads to the classical 

methods (the conventional beamforming and the regularized inverse mcthod), the hybrid 

method and the Ll-GIB to present more sidelobes in the source power maps. Although the clean 
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PSF for various configurations can partially remove sidelobes, these are still confusable with 

the real sources. The limitation of the clean PSF will be explained with more detail in Section 

5.3.4. Fortunately, the clean-SC and the clean-hybrid give almost the same results for all four 

different configurations. This fact motivates us to use these two methods for the real enginc 

tests. Table 5.3 shows source power levels of some methods calculated from A = 
Source power value . • . . 12 10 log10 . P0 1s a reference sound power m air and 1s equal to 10- watt. The 

Po 

source power level is chosen around 60 dB (A = 60 dB). However, as mentioned in section 

5.2.1.2, due to the ground effect, the source power level recorded by the microphones must be 

approximately 6 dB more than 60 dB (A = 66 dB). The results express that both the clean-SC 

and the clean-hybrid methods (even for 60 microphones) mostly have the capability to 

accurately evaluate source power value of loudspeakers and this conclusion is in agreement with 

the simulation results mentioned in section 4.3.1. The overestimation of source power values by 

the regularized inverse methods is due to insufficient regularization. 

Table5.2: Microphone distance of vanous configurations (À/2 = 0.175m,f = 
1000Hz) 

Configuration Microphones distance(d) 

Full circular array(l 88 microphones) 0.0626m 

Half circular array(94 microphones) 0.0626m 

Full circular array(94microphones) 0.1253m 

Full circular array(60 microphones) 0.1878m 

T bl 5 3 S a e ource quanti 1cat1on ~ th d 'ff or e 1 eren t me th d 0 s 
Full circular (N- 188) Half circular (N=94) Full circular (N- 94) Full circular (N- 60) 

Methods Left Righi Left Right Left Righi Left Right 

source source source source source source source source 

Conventional 65.2dB 65.7dB 65.2dB 65.5dB 65.SdB 66dB 65.3 dB 65.6dB 

beamforming 

Regularized 67.3 dB 68.ldB 67.6 dB 68.4dB 67.2 dB 68.4dB 68.2dB 69.&dB 

inverse 

Clean-PSF 65.2dB 65.6dB 65.3dB 65.6dB 65.2dB 65.65dB 65.23dB 65.6dB 

Clcan-SC 65.2ldB 65.73dB 65.4dB 65.8dB 65.3dB 65.6dB 65.ldB 65.9dB 
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5.3.2 Validation of the Methods with Different Numbers and Locations of 

Loudspeakers 

The aim of this section is the validation of the approaches for the localization of loudspeakers 

at different places. The experiments consist of: 

1-Detection of one loudspeaker in the center of a semi-circular array and making the 

measurement. 

2- Two speakers are installed on the center line and measurement are made for two different 

source places: Firstly, the two speakers are set up at (75 cm, 0) and (-75cm, 0). Secondly, the 

two speakers are placed at (30 cm, 0) and (-30 cm, 0). Source localization of different 

methods will be reasonable as long as the source location in the source power maps remains on 

the center ofthis green line in Figure 5.11 . Both speakers produce uncorrelated white noise. The 

loudspeaker orientations and their directivity issue for various tests are illustrated in Figure 5.11. 

The frequency range is from 0 to 2000Hz. 

Figure 5 . 11: loudspeaker orientations for : one speaker (Jeft), two speakers 
(center) and two speakers (right) 

Figure 5.12 to Figure 5.18 illustrate the results of the methods for different number of sources 

at f= 1 kHz. As mentioned the crosses in the figures represent actual loudspeaker positions 

(position of front face). 
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Beamforming output Beamfonnilg ~ 

Figure 5.12: Conventional beamforming output, (left): One source in the center 
(center): Two source speakers by same amplitude at (75cm,O) and (-75cm, 0) , 
(right): Two source speakers by same amplitude at (30cm,O) and (-30cm, 0), 

F= l kHz 
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Figure 5.13: Regularized inverse method output,(left): One source in the center 
(center): Two source speakers with equa[ amplitude at (75cm,O) and (-75cm, 0) 
, (right): Two source speakers with equal amplitude at (30cm,O) and (-30cm, 0), 

F=lkHz 
Hybrid method 

Figure 5.14: Hybrid method output, (left): One source in the center (center): 
Two source speakers with equal amplitude (75cm,O) and (-75cm,O) , (right): 

Two source speakers with equal amplitude at (30cm,O) and (-30cm,O), 
F=l kHz 
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Figure 5.16: Clean-PSF output , (left): One source in the center ( cent~r): Two 
source speakers with equal amplitude (75cm,O) and (-75cm,O), (right): Two 
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Figure 5.17: Clean-SC output,(left): One source in the center (center): Two 
source speakers with equal amplitude (75cm, 0) and (-75cm, 0) , (right): Two 

source speakers with equal amplitude at (30cm,O) and (-30cm, 0), F"" l kHz 
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Figure 5.18: Clean-hybrid output,(left): One source in the center (center): Two 
source speakers with equal amplitude (75cm, 0) and (-75cm, 0) , (right): Two 

source speakers with equal amplitude at (30cm,O) and (-30cm, 0), F= 1 kHz 

The observation of the results shows that most approaches detect the sources. However the 

classical methods (the conventional beamforming and the regularized inverse method) for 

laboratory tests similar to the simulation study in Chapter 4, contain many sidelobes in the 

source power maps. Although the clean-PSF partially removes sicle lobes, it still does not satisfy 

expectations of a reasonable source power map with high resolution. The L 1-GIB results show 

that white source distances are decreased, the performance of L 1-GrB method drops. For the 

laboratory test, the source map resolution of the clean-SC, the clean-hybrid and the hybrid 

method are more satisfactory than the others. This conclusion matches with the simulation 

results illustrated in section 4.3.2 of Chapter 4. 

Figure 5.19 to Figure 5.24 show source power maps of various methods at f=200Hz. As 

mentioned earlier, the resolution is an important property to have satisfactory results. The spatial 

rcsolution is proportional to the distance between array and source, and inversely proportional 

to the wavelength. lt means the reasonable resolution happens only at high frequencies (Bruel 

& Kjrer, 2013). The spatial resolution expression is given by: 

l 
R =-A. 

D 
5 .1 

where, D is inter-microphone spacing, L is source-array distance and À is wavelength. R îs 

smallest distance between two point source that can be separated. According to this expression, 

the classical methods do not distinguish sources at low frequencies (or high À). Such a ~ig 

drawback forces us to apply the novel methods as the hybrid method and the clean methods to 

overcome this problem. Figure 5 .21, Figure 5 .23 and Figure 5 .24 demonstrate that the hybrid 
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method, the clean-SC and the clean-hybrid are able to reach sub-wavelength resolution which 

is a very important conclusion. 
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Figure 5.19: Conventional beamforming for two speakers at f=200Hz, with 
equal amplitudes at (30cm, 0) and (-30cm, 0) 
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Figure 5 .20: Regularized inverse method for two speakers at f=200Hz, with 
equal amplitudes at (30cm,O) and (-30cm,O) 
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Figure 5.21 :Hybrid method for two speakers at f=200Hz, with equal amplitudes 
at (30cm, 0) and (-30cm, 0) 
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Figure 5.22: Clean-PSF for two speakers at f- 200Hz, with equal amplitudes al 
(30cm, 0) and (-30cm, 0) 

Figure 5.23: Clean-SC for two speakers at f=200Hz, with equal amplitudes at 
(30cm, 0) and (-30cm, 0) 

Figure 5 .24: Clean-hybrid for two speakers at f=2001-1z, with equal amplitudes 
at (30cm, 0) and (-30cm, 0) 
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5.3.3 Validation of the Methods for Speakers with Different Amplitudes 

Two uncorrelated broadband sources are applied with 6dB relative levels. As mentioned, the 

frcquency range is from 0 to 2000Hz. The two speakers are set up at (75cm,O) and (-75cm, 0) 

(sce Figure 5.11 (center)). The source power level of the right speaker and the left speaker arc 

chosen as 60 dB and 55 dB respectively. Figure 5.25 to Figure 5.31 show the obtained rcsults 

for ail methods. 
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Figure 5 .25: Conventional beamforming output for two source speakers with 
6dB relative levels, F= l kHz 
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Figure 5 .26: Regularized inverse method output for two source speakers with 
6dB relative levels, F= 1 kHz 
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Figure 5.27: Hybrid rnethod output for two source speakers with 6dB relative 
levels, F"" 1 kHz 
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Figure 5.28: L 1-generalized inverse rnethod output for two source speakers with 
6d8 relative levels, F= l kHz 
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Figure 5.29: Clean-PSF output for two source speakers with 6dB relative levels, 
F= lkHz 
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Figure 5.30: Clean-SC output for two source speakers with 6dB relative levels, 
F=lkHz 
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Figure 5.31: Clean Hybrid output for two source speakers with 6dB relative 
levels, F= 1 kHz 

ln this case, all methods correctly detect sound radiation from the strongest source. l-lowever, 

as expected, due to many sidelobes, the conventional beamforming and the inverse method 

cannot perfectly detect weaker source with enough resolution. The hybrid method as shown for 

the simulation results in Chapter 4, is disadvantaged to detect the weaker sources in the presence 

of the strong sources. This is due to the largest penalization being applied to a weaker source in 

the hybrid method (see equation 3.58), which results in the underestimation of source strength 

for this source. Similar to simulation study in section 4.3.3, the clean-SC and the clean-hybrid 

selve hybrid method 's problem and show ail sources in the source power map with more 

rcsolution. The normalized source amplitudes of speakers are shown in Table5.4. We have to 

ensure that speakers have the same performance. Thus, we set up one microphone in front of 
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the left speaker to save sound pressure and turn on the source power source (B&K type 4205) 

as the input of the left speaker. We then repeat this test for the right speaker with the equal 

source power input. The microphone-speaker distance is the same for both speakers. The results 

show that the sound pressure level of the left speaker is around 1 dB less than the right speaker 

especially at low level of the source power. This means that the left source power should be 7dB 

less than the right one. Accordingly, normalized source power values of various methods (sec 

Table5.4) are justifiable. 

Table5.4: Relative source power for two 
uncorrelated source with 6dB difference in 

r d amp 1tu e 
Method An(dB) 

Conventional -7.14 

beamforming 

Regularized inverse -7.93 

Hybrid. Not detected 

Ll-GIB -6.82 

Clean-PSF -7.25 

Clean-SC -7.10 

Clean-hybrid -7.22 

5.3.4 Validation of the Methods for Correlated and Uncorrelated Sources 

ln this section, similar to section 4.3.4 of Chapter 4, the effects of correlated/ uncorrelated 

sources on the source identification methods are examined. Firstly, two correlated sources with 

equal power are connected to two speakers. Similar to section 5.3. t the source power level of 

speakers are chosen as around 60 dB (A = 60 dB). Therefore, due to the ground effect, the 

source power level of loudspeaker must be around 66 dB. 188 microphones record sound 

pressure lev el of these sources. The test is repeated with two uncorrelated sources. The obtained 

results from these tests indicate that similar to the simulation results, correlation of source is not 

an important parameter for classical methods (the conventional beamforming and the 

regularized inverse method), the hybrid method and the Ll-OIB. Thus, the results of correlated 

and uncorrelated source are mostly equal (see Figure 5.32 to Figure 5.38 and Table 5.5). The 

source power levels of the generalized inverse method similar to section 5.3.1 are overestimated 

due to the insufficient regularization. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the clean-PSF is an effective 
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method for improving the resolution of source maps. A disadvantage of this method is the 

assumption that source plots are made by Point Spread Functions (PSF's). Since the actual 

source can be a spatial extent with varying directivity rather than being a point with monopole 

directivity, the clean PSF cannot perfectly distinguish extent sources/ multipole source. Since 

loudspeakers do not radiales sound equally well in ail directions and also these are extend 

sources instead of point sources, the source power map of the clean PSF has several high lcvel 

sidelobes for both correlated and uncorrelated sources (see Figure 5.36). To overcome the 

disadvantages of a PSF-based method, the clean-SC and the clean-hybrid which do not have 

limitation for directivity and extent source, are applied. However, as mentioned in Chapter 3, 

these methods work based on the fact that sources in source plots are spatially coherent with 

their sidelobes. Therefore, for two correlated sources, the peak value of source power map+ the 

coherent part of source which contains the sidelobes and the weaker source will be removed 

from dirty map. Since the weaker source is removed from source power map in first iteration, 

the weaker source will be ignored in clean map for the next iteration (see Figure 5.37 and 

Figure 5.38) which means that the clean-SC and the cleanMhybrid are not applicable for coherent 

sources. This conclusion matches with those obtained in section 4.3.4 from simulation study. 
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Figure 5.32: Conventional beamforming output, (left): Two correlated 
sources (right): Two uncorrelated sources, F= 1 kHz 
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Figure 5 .35: L 1-generalized inverse beamforming output, (left): Two correlated 
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Figure 5 .36: Clean-PS F output, (left): Two correlated sources (right): Two 
uncorrelated sources, F= 1 kHz 
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Figure 5.37: Clean-SC output(left): Two correlated sources (right): Two 
uncorrelated sources, F=I kHz 
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Table 5.S:Source quantification for correlated and uncorrelated sources 

Correlated sources Uncorrelated sources 

Methods Left source Right source Left source Righi source 

Conventional 65.5dB 65.8dB 65 .2dB 65.7dB 

beamforming 

Regularized inverse 67.4 dB 68.4dB 67.3 dB 68.ldB 

Clean-PSF 65.3dB 65.6dB 65.2dB 65.6dB 

Clean-SC Not detected 65.6dB 65.2dB 65.7dB 

5.4 Experiment with the Waveguide System 
ln order to validate the source identification approach, a small-scale replica of a free field static 

engine test, was installed in the GAUS hemi-anechoïc chamber (Figure 5.39). Similar to the 

loudspeaker tests, the frequency range for waveguide system is from 0 ta 2000Hz. For the 

waveguide system, the source power level of left speaker is choscn as around 60d8 and the 

relative Source Pressure Level (SPL) of the right speaker will be tuned from 0 dB to 12dB less 

than the left speaker. Ali results are presented at f- 1 kHz. 

Figure 5.39:Experimental set-up in the Jaboratory for Waveguide system 

5.4.1 Validation of the Methods for Different Configurations of Array 
ln this section, we implement source detection using four different configurations of 

microphones at f=IOOO Hz (see Figure 5.3). Since for the real situation, the source power of 
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in let and outlet aero-engine are not identical, here, the amplitude of the left speaker is selected 

at 6dB more than the right speaker. The rectangular area in source power maps shows the 

location of the waveguide system. 
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Figure 5.40 : Conventional beamforming output of the different configurations 
of array at f= 1 OOOHz, (a): 188 microphone on full circular array (b): 94 

microphones on semi-circular array, (c): 94 microphones on full circular array 
(d): 60 microphones on full circular array 
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(d): 60 microphones on full circular array 
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Figure 5 .44: Clean-PSF output of the different configurations of array at 
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semi-circular array, (c): 94 microphones on full circular array (d): 60 
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The results in Figure 5.40 to Figure 5.46 show that this "virtual" full circular array provides 

improved source localization results with respect to a Yi circular array. Half circular results 

cmphasize that the map resolution of the methods is too poor in comparison with full circular 

array, even for the clean-SC and the clean-hybrid that incorrectly detect the location of the 

weaker source. The hybrid method cannot distinguish the weaker source due to the largest 

penalization which is applied to this source. Reducing the number of microphones Jcads to a 

decrease in the resolution of maps. However, the source power map of the clean-SC and the 

clean-hybrid for the configurations with fewer microphones (60 microphones) still maintains 

satisfactory resolutions. To ensure that the speakers have the same performance, we adjust the 

samc input for two speakers which is generated from the source power generator (B&K type 

4205). Then, SPL of one speaker is measured by installing one microphone in front of one of 

the speakers. We replace the microphone in front of other speaker and repeat the test. 

Microphone-speaker spacing is the same for both tests. The results show that the sound pressure 

level of the right speaker is approximately O.SdB Jess than the left speaker, especially at low 

levels of source power. Therefore, normalized source power values of various methods show 

reasonable results particularly for full circular array. 
'f Table 5.6: Source quanti 1cat1on f h d'ff h d or t e 1 erent met o s at = f 10001-1 z 

Full circular Half circular Full circular Full circular 

(N=188) (N=94) (N=94) (N=60) 

Methods Relative source Relative source Relative source Relative source 

power( dB) power( dB) power( dB) power( dB) 

Conventional -6.7dB -7.1 dB -6.7dB -6.7dB 

beamforming 

Regularized -6.6 dB -10.2 dB -6.SdB 6.8dB 

inverse 

Hybrid Not detected Not detected Not detected Not detected 

Ll-GIB -6.4 dB 6.4dB -6.4dB -6.3dB 

Clean-PSF -6.8dB -6.4dB -6.SdB -6.SdB 

Clean-SC -6.SdB Disappear -6.SdB -6.SdB 

Clean-HYB -6.4dB Disappear -6.4dB -6.4dB 
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5.4.2 Validation of the Methods for Different Frequencies 
In this section validation of the algorithms for a different range of frequencies is investigated. 

If the distance between sources and microphones is selected less than one wavelength, the 

assumption that the wave front is plane or spherical is not correct. Therefore, in order to have 

reasonable results, this distance must be selected at least more than one wavelength. Table 5.7 

shows the wavelength of different frequencies. The minimum distance between sources and 

microphones in the test is around 0.82m. Accordingly, the results of methods at low frequencies 

might be incorrect. Table 5.8 shows the normalized source power of the methods for different 

frequencies. These results again confirms that the clean-SC and the clean-hybrid evaluate source 

power more accurately than other methods. 

Table 5 . 7:Wavelength of different freguencies 
Frequency(I-lz) Wavelength(m) 

200Hz 1.72 
800Hz 0.43 
1 OOOHz 0.344 
20001-Iz O. 172 

The relative levels of two sources are around 6dB. Figure 5.47 to Figure 5.53 indicate that the 

resolution of the source strength maps for the conventional beamforming and the inverse 

methods decrease at low frequencies . ln the hybrid method, the sound radiation from the wcakcst 

(right) source is generally not correctly detected. Its level is underestimated and it is especially 

not detected at 1000 Hz and at more than 1 OOOI-lz. Note that this behavior was not observed in 

classical inverse and beamforming methods. The resolution of source maps for the clean-SC is 

quite satisfactory for the entire range of frequencies. 
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Figure 5.49: Hybrid method output for different frequencies, (a):200Hz,(b): 
800Hz,(c): 1 OOOHz, (d):2000Hz 
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Figure 5.51: Clean-PSF output for different frequencies, (a):200Hz,(b): 
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Figure 5.53:Clean-hybrid output for different frequencies, (a):200Hz,(b): 
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Table 5.8: Normalized source power of method for different frequencies 

200Hz 800Hz IOOOHz 2000Hz 
Method Relative source Relative source Relative source Relative source 

power( dB) power( dB) power( dB) power( dB) 

Conventional -4.5dB -5.4dB -6.7dB -6.SdB 

Beamforming 

Regularized inverse -4.5 dB -5.2 dB -6.6 dB -6.6 dB 

Hybrid -8.2dB -7.8dB Disappear Disappear 

Ll-GIB -5.9 dB -5.6 dB -6.4 dB -6.6 dB 

Clean-PSF -6.4dB -6.3dB -6.8dB -6.&dB 

Clean-SC -6.5dB -6.4dB -6.5dB -6.7dB 

Clean-hybrid -6.4dB -6.4dB -6.4dB -6.6dB 

5.4.3 Reconstruction of the Directivity of Waveguide System 
Section 4.3.7 explained how to separate the contribution of different simulated sources in the 

directivity maps (see Equation 4.20 to 4.25). ln order to validate the simulation result, in this 
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section, an attcmpt is performed to separate the directivity of the left waveguid.e source from the 

right waveguide source using the hybrid method. Similar to the simulation study, a grid of points 

is assumed to cover the acoustic sources (see Figure 4.5 l ). To separate the contribution of the 

left and right sources of waveguide system to microphone output, we calculate the directivity 

of the left source which is covered by the left grid points (the left rectangular area in 

Figure 4.5 l ), and the right source which is covered using the right grid points (the right 

rectangular area in Figure 4.51 ). As mentioned in Chapter 4, the microphones output resulting 

from the left waveguide source can be obtained by the source strength of the left grid points (sce 

Equation 4.21 ). This approach is repeated for the right waveguide source to calculate the 

microphones output resulting from the right waveguide sources. Figure 5.54 to Figure 5.55 show 

the directivity of waveguide systems in which the amplitude of the left source is 6 dB less than 

the right source at f=500Hz and f=I OOOHz. To calculate the directivity of the left source (rcd 

curve in Figure 5.54 to Figure 5.55), the left grid points are applied to the left directivity 

expression (see Equation 4.24 and 4.25). To calculate the directivity of the right source, this 

mcthod is repeated for the right point sources as well. As shown in these figures, the 

contributions of left and right sources from the directivity map (the black line) are separatcly 

evaluatcd. For example, the obtained results show that the contribution of the right source (the 

blue line in Figure 5.54 to Figure 5.55) for the sound pressure level which is recorded by 

microphone at 40deg is more than the left source (the red line). However, the disadvantagc of 

the hybrid is that it cannot evaluate the absolute levels provided in the left/ right separation 

results. For this reason, we showed the normalized values of SPLs. 
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Figure 5.54! Direct iv,ty of waveguide systems J =SOOHz 
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Figure 5 .55: Directivity of waveguide systems, f- 1 OOOHz 

5.4.4 Summary 
We have investigated and implemented several distinct approaches to solve a general source 

identification problem. Ali methods were tested on cxperimental data collected in the Université 

de Sherbrooke hemi-anechoic room for a waveguide system. The results have shown that the 

hybrid method, the clean-SC and the clean-hybrid are abJe to reach sub-wavelength resolution. 

The source identification results obtaîned with the cfean·SC and the clean-hybrid methods are 

reporte.d since they provide much better results than other mclhods (the conventional 

beamforming. the regularized inverse method, the hybrid method, the clean-PSF and the L 1-

GlB). The perfonnances of these methods were investigated for differenr configurations and 

different frequencies. FinaJly. the contributions of the left and right waveguide sources to 

directivity map were evaluated using the hybrid method. However. the Hybrid method is not 

able to evaluate the absolute levels provîded in the source separarion results. 
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CHAPTER 6 APPLICATION TO ENGINE 

DATA 
This chapter focuses on source identification in the inlet/o~tlet of real engine which is the main 

application ofthis thesis. Pratt & Whitney Canada Corporation set up a number of microphones 

on a semi-circular array and put the engine in the center of array. Severa! tests are implemented 

and the time data (microphones pressures) are sent to Université de Sherbrooke for post 

processing. These data are processed using the proposed approaches in order to discriminate the 

inlet/outlet noise of the engine. ln the previous chapters only single frequency input signais have 

been considered for the source identification methods but, in this chapter, both narrow band and 

broad band frequency will be considered. Finally the directivity of the in let and outlet of the engine 

are separately obtained. 

6.1 Real Engine Test 
The real engine test was conducted by Pratt & Whitney Canada Corporation and the data has 

been sent to Université de Sherbrooke for post-processing. ln the next section, we will explain 

this test in detail. 

6.1.1 Sound Measurement 
The initial objective of the test is to evaluate locations, amplitudes of inlet/exhaust noise in 

Turbo-fan engine. Also, we attempt to evaluate the nature of the source which cou Id be tonc or 

broadband. Post-processing is done for all methods which were mentioned in previous chapters 

to explore most reasonable methods with high source power map resolution. As shown in 

Chapter 4 and 5, application of navel methods for circular and half circular array even with 

fewer microphones (d » À/2), is expected to provide good results. Consequently, the 

measurements were performed in free-field condition with a static engine and using a circular 

arc of microphones located above a hard ground at 45 m radius from the engine (Figure 6.1 ). A 

total of 17 microphones were distributed at polar angles ranging between 20deg and 160deg 

from the engine axis and acoustic data were collected for several engine settings. The engine is 

about 2 m long in the x dimension with its center corresponding to the origin of the coordinate 

systems. Figure 6.1 shows a schematic ofthis test. The red line in Figure 6.1 is x-axis that shows 
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the reference of polar coordinate. The sphere on in let side is a turbulence control structure for 

use during static noise testing of jet aircraft engines. 
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Figure 6.1: Free-field sound pressure measurements of a P&WC engine with 
17 microphones located at 45 m from the engine over a circular arc . 

ln order to measure the sound pressures, the microphones are installed 45m away from the 

engine (Figure 6. 1 ). Table 6.1 shows the angle of microphones places in the test according to 

the x-axis. Pratt & Whitney Canada Corporation carried out fourteen series of tests on the engine 

and sent the data to Universite de Sherbrooke for post-processing. The length of time signal 

recorded through microphones is 30s. The number of samples during 30s is 750000 points, 

which leads to Fs=25000 Hz. ln this chapter, only the engine results based on test R046A23 

(Pratt & Withney, 2012) are presented due to limitation of space. 

Table 6.1: Location of microphones from the engine axis( the red line) 

Index of 

Microphone 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Il 12 13 14 15 16 17 

Angle(degree) 20 30 40 50 60 65 70 80 90 100 110 115 120 130 140 150 160 
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6.1.2 Sound Identification of Inlet/Outlet Engine at Single Frequencies 

Engine noise consists of both broadband (jet noise, fan broadband noise) and tonal (buzz-saw 

noise, rotor alone noise, fan-stator interaction, blade row interaction in the turbine). Tonal noise 

has been extensively studied for many years and this shows the significance of tonal noise 

identification as well as broadband noise (Sijtsma, 2007). Tonal signais are commonly identified 

via a range of methods. The most general method for identifying tonal noise is finding the peak 

values of the signal energy as a fonction of frequency (Matthew Paul, 2012). In this part, we 

first transform the time data of each microphone to frequency domain using Fourier transform 

and simply find tonal frequencies (see Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3). As mentioned in Chapter 3, 

the cross spectral matrix (CSM) is the input of source identification methods. To calculate the 

cross spectral density (CSD) of microphone pressure, the cpsd Matlab fonction is used. This 

fonction estimates the cross power spectral density of each of two discrete-time signais X and Y 

using Welch's averaged, modified periodogram method of spectral estimation (Welch, 1967). 

Accordingly, ail elements of CSM are calculated and applied to the different source 

identification algorithms as the input. The source power maps of various approaches are 

obtained with respect to the identified tonal frequcncies. ln order to obtain thesc tonal 

frequencies, the cpsd Matlab fonction is applied for signal X which leads to the auto-power 

spectrum density of signal. For example, Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 show the auto-power 

spectrum density of the microphones at 20° and 100° respectively. The peak values of these 

maps are the auto-power spectrum densities of the tonal frequencies. 

Mie rophone: 20 deg 

2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000 
Frequency (Hz) 

Figure 6.2: Normalized Power spectral density of microphone at 20 ° 
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Microphone: 100 deg 

2000 4000 6000 6000 10000 12000 
Frequency (Hz) 

Figure 6.3: : Normalized Power spectral density of microphone at 100 ° 
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Figure 6.4: Conventional beamforming output for, Left: f=4 74Hz,Center:950Hz, 
Right: 1266Hz 
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Figure 6.5: Regularized inverse method output for, Left : 
f=4 74Hz,Center:950Hz, Right: l 266Hz 
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Figure 6.9: Clean-SC output for , Left: f= 474Hz,Center: 950Hz, Right: 1266Hz 
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Figure 6.10: Clean-hybrid output for, Left: f:::::4 74Hz,Center:950Hz, 
Right: l 266Hz 

Figure 6.4 to Figure 6.10 show the source power maps of different approaches at three 

frequencies correspond to tones in microphone spectra. Although the most important tones are 

at much higher frequencies, due to the aliasing problem at these frequencies, we are forced to 

limit the source identification to 1300 Hz. (The scan zone is chosen -lOm < x < 10 and 

-1.Sm < y < 1.Sm and the grid resolution is 0.02m. The results demonstrate that only the 

clean-SC and the clean-hybrid have reasonable resolutions for these tonal frequencies and the 

applications of other methods are very poor. For f = 474Hz, the main source radiates from the 

exhaust sicle of the engine. ln contrast, the results at f = 950Hz and f = 1266Hz, reveal a 

dominant in let sound radiation . The directivity maps of microphone pressure are calculated from 

the diagonal of the cross spectral matrix which is the power spectral density of each microphone. 

The directivity maps show that the radiation of the inlet and outlet sources at different 

frequencies is completely variable (see Figure 6.11 ). The results show that at low frequency the 

most noise radiated from jet (Figure 6.11 a) and at higher frequencies the most noise cornes from 

the fan (sce Figure 6.11 b and Figure 6.11 c ). 
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Figure 6.11 :Directivity of source from microphone pressure for tona l 
frequencies 

6.1.3 Sound Identification of Inlet/Outlet Engine in 1/3 Octave Frequency 

Bands 

Estimation of the properties of noise for the frequency band (broad band) is as important as that 

of noise at special frequencies (narrowband). ln order to obtain the properties of noise in 

broadband frequency, PWC removed ail tonal noises from the aero engine test and sent the 

microphones data (SPL) to Universite de Sherbrooke for the data to be processes in third octave 

band frequencies. If we assume that q is source strength, qioctave will be given by: 

6. 1 

The center frequency of each third octave band is presented as CF in Figure 6.12 to Figure 6. 18. 

The obtained results show that not only the jet noise (big red spot in the Figure 6.12 to 

Figure 6.18) gets closer to exhaust as frequency increases but also the inlet noise increases. 

Beamforming,CF"400Hz 
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Figure 6.13: Regularized inverse method map for third octave band frequency 
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Figure 6.14: Hybrid method map for third octave band frequency 
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Figure 6.15: Ll-GIB map for third octave band frequency 
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Figure 6.16: Clean-PSF map for third octave band frequency 
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Figure 6.17: Clean-SC map for third octave band frequency 
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Figure 6.18: Clean-hybrid map for third octave band frequency 

6.1.4 Inlet/Aft Separation of Engine Noise 
ln this section, similar to sections 4.9 and 5.2.6, we attempt to evaluate the directivity of different 

sources of the engine separately. In other words, the goal of this study is to separate out 

contribution of the individual broadband sources as a function of far-field angle. The detection 

and separation of the different engine noise sources provides the visual separation of adjacent 

sources such as the exhaust, aft fan and core noise. Figure 6.19 shows a grid of point sources 

which caver the aero-engine (the black rectangular). The microphones output resulting from 

these point sources is calculated by the directivity expression which was explained in section 

4.9 (see Equation 4.20). Similar to the simulation and laboratory studies, to separate the 

contribution of the in let and aft sources to microphone output, we calculate the directivity of the 

inlct source which is covered by the grid points in the red right rectangular area, and the aft 

source which is covered by the grid points in the red left rectangular area (see section 4.9 for 

more details of the directivity separation). Figure 6.20 shows the directivity of the inlet and 

outlet sources in the aero-engine. The red line shows the full directivity of engine which it 

obtained from the hybrid algorithm and the black line is the full directivity of microphones 

pressures. The blue line belongs to the exhaust side while the green line shows inlet side 

directivity. The total directivity shows that the sound pressure levels which are recorded by the 

microphones. For example it is observed that the sound pressure recorded by the microphone at 

J 50deg is reasonably more than the sound pressure recorded by the microphone at 20deg. ln 

addition, the observation of in let and exhaust let directivity maps show the contribution of cach 

source (the inlet and outlet sources) for the sound pressure recorded by differcnt microphones. 

For example, the observation of results shows, by increasing the frequency, the contribution of 
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the inlet source for the microphone at 20deg increases. This conclusion emphasizes that by 

increasing the frequency, the most noise came from the fan. 

Figure 6.19: Schematic of grid point area for the engine test (the directivity of 
inlet source is obtained by the point sources in the red right rectangular and the 

directivity of aft source is obtained by the point sources in the red left 
rectangu 1 ar) 
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Figure 6.20: Directivity of in let and outlet engine 

6.2 Summary 
PWC set up the half-circular microphones array on far field and carried out several tests on the 

engine in order to identify inlet/outlet sources of the real engine using various algorithms. The 

measured data were sent to Université de Sherbrooke for post processing. The source 

identification has been performed using the various algorithms for both narrowband and 

broadband frequencies. The obtained results confirmed that the clean-SC and the clean-hybrid 

detect sources more accurately than other methods. The results showed that at low frequency, 

the tonal source radia tes from the exhaust si de of the engine. In contrast, at high frequency, there 

is a dominant in let sound radiation. For third octave band frequency, not only the jet noise gets 

closer to exhaust as frequency increases but also the inlet noise increases. Finally the 

contributions of the inlet/outlet sources as a function of far-field angle were evaluated. 
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSION AND 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
ln this chapter the finding reported in this thesis, and possible ways for further research are 

summarized. 

7.1 Conclusions 
This has been a very worthwhile thesis because there is a comparison of different source 

identification methods to detect noise in inlet/outlet aero-engine using far-field array 
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configuration. This thesis first reviewed the basics concept of array processing and the previous 

studies on noise identification in aircraft engine using phased array methods. The prior 

knowledge of several source identification methods (beamforming, inverse, L t-generalized 

inverse beamforming, clean-PSF and clean-SC) as well as the concept and mathematics of these 

methods were explained in details. Then, we applied the hybrid method as a new regularization 

method which involves the use of an a priori beamforming measurement to define a data-

dependent discrete smoothing norm for the regularization of the inverse problem. The hybrid 

method builds upon the beneficial attributes of both the beamforming and inverse methods, and 

has been validated using experiments conducted in hemi-anechoic conditions with a small-scale 

waveguide system simulating agas turbine engine. The microphone requirement for the hybrid 

method with respects to the classical methods e.g. the beamforming, reduced by more than 70%. 

In addition, the computation time of the hybrid method compared to the improved inverse 

methods e.g. Ll-GIB reduced by 96%. Although the hybrid method rather solves the 

disadvantage of the former methods, the application of this method to identify weaker sources 

in the presence of the strong sources isn't satisfactory. The explanation is the largest penalization 

applied to a weaker source in the hybrid method which results in underestimation of source 

strength for this source. Thus, in order to overcome this problem, we proposed the clean-hybrid 

method which is combination of the hybrid method and the clean-SC. The theoretical 

foundations of both hybrid and proposed clean-hybrid methods were discussed and the 

validation of the methods with laboratory experiments on the test set-up was performed. ln these 

experiments, the frequency content and magnitude of the sources were varied as well as 

microphone array configurations in order to test the source identification algorithms and 

determine promising array configurations for this problem. These classical and nove! methods 

have been applied to the measured noise data from a Pratt & Whitney Canada turbo-fan engine. 

The measurements were performed by PWC in free-field condition with a static engine and 

using a circular arc of microphones located above a hard ground at 45 m radius from the engine. 

A total of 17 microphones were distributed at polar angles ranging between 20deg and l 60deg 

from the engine axis and acoustic data were collected for several engine settings. The 

assumption of an axi-symmctrical sound field is cquivalent to setting up a full circular array 

enclosing the source, while requesting only a Yi circle of physical measurements. This means 

that using the virtual full circular array (34 microphones) provides improved source localization 
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results with respect to the Yi circular array (l 7 microphones). For this limited 17 microphones, 

the resolution of the hybrid method is higher than the classical methods. The observation of 

rcsults showed that the clean-SC and the clean-hybrid provide better spatial resolution and 

solution robustness with a limited number of measurement microphones compared to the 

existing methods. However, due to the limited number of microphones, we post-processed the 

frequencies lower than 1 OOOHz. Finally, using some methods such as the beamforming and the 

hybrid method, the contribution of the individual broadband sources was separated out as a 

function of far-field angle. However, the disadvantage of these methods is that they cannot 

evaluate the absolute levels provided in the inlet/ aft separation results. 

7.2 Recommendations and Further Research 
This thesis serves as an introduction into many possible areas of research in the area of source 

identification methods. Possible future research could focus on the following areas: 

1) This thesis used a far-field Y2 circular array to detect noise in inlet/outlet aero-engine. 

Another area of research could focus on differently shaped arrays which can be a 

Yi circular double-layer array of microphones. We performed a numerical simulation 

study and on this array configuration. The obtained results showed that the resolution of 

source power maps for the Y2 circular double-layer array are higher than only one Y:i 

circular array. Therefore, future work can be validation of this array configuration by 

experimental tests in laboratory. Then, this array can be applied for detection of 

inlet/outlet aero-engine noise. 

2) Although, the clean-SC and the clean-hybrid have been more applicable methods for this . 
study, they cannot accurately identify coherent sources. Thus, future work can be focus 

on finding an improved correlation-based approach. 

3) ln order to separate out contribution of the individual broadband sources as a fonction 

of far-field angle, the normalized directivity maps were generated. The next step of this 

study can be evaluation of the absolute levels provided in in let / aft separation results. 

4) ln order to separate out the contribution of the individual broadband sources, some 

methods such as the beamforming and the hybrid methods have been used. The next step 

of this task can be the separation of source contribution using the clean-SC and the clean-

hybrid methods. 
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CONCLUSION EN FRANÇAIS 

La contribution principale de cette thèse est une comparaison de diverses méthodes 

d'identification de sources afin de détecter le bruit d'entrée / sortie d'un moteur d'avion en 

utilisant une antenne de microphones en champ lointain. La thèse a d'abord passé en revue les 

concepts de base du traitement d'antenne et les études précédentes sur l'identification de bruit 

de moteurs d'avions en utilisant des méthodes de formation de voie. Ainsi, nous avons détaillé 

plusieurs méthodes d'identification de source dont la formation de voie, les méthodes inverses, 

la formation de voies généralisée inverse (L 1-018), Clean-PSF et Clean-SC. Nous avons 

appliqué la méthode hybride comme une nouvelle méthode de régularisation qui implique 

l'utilisation d ' un traitement a priori par formation de voie pour définir une norme dépendante 

de données pour la régularisation du problème inverse. La méthode hybride est construite sur 

les avantages de la formation de voie et des méthodes inverses et a été validée par des essais 

réalisés dans des conditions semi-anéchoïques avec un système de guides d'ondes simulant à 

petite échelle une turbine à gaz. Le nombre de microphones requis pour la méthode hybride est 

réduit de plus de 70% par rapport aux méthodes classiques tel que la formation de voie. En 

outre, le temps de calcul de la méthode hybride est réduit de 96% en comparaison avec les 

méthodes inverses, comme le Ll-GIB. Bien que la méthode hybride lève les limitations des 

méthodes classiques, l'application de cette méthode pour l' identification de sources de faible 

puissance en présence de sources de forte puissance n'est pas satisfaisante. On peut expliquer 

ceci par la plus grande pénalisation appliquée à la source plus faible dans la méthode hybride, 

qui aboutit à la sous-estimation de l' amplitude de cette source. Pour surmonter ce défaut, la 

méthode Clean-SC et la méthode Clean-hybride qui est une combinaison de la méthode hybride 

et de Clean-SC a été présentée. 

Les bases théoriques des deux méthodes hybrides et Clean-hybrides proposée, ont été discutées 

et validées par des essais expérimentaux. Dans ces essais, le contenu en fréquence et le niveau 

relatif des sources ont été variés aussi bien que les configurations d'antennes de microphones 

pour tester les algorithmes d'identification et déterminer les configurations d 'antennes adéquates 

pour ce problème. Ces deux méthodes ont été appliquées aux données de bruit mesurées sur une 

turbo-soufflante Pratt & Whitney Canada. Les mesures ont été réalisées en condition de champ 

libre avec un moteur statique en utilisant un arc circulaire des microphones situés au-dessus 
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d'un sol réfléchissant à une distance de 150 pieds du moteur. Au total, 17 microphones ont été 

distribués à des angles polaires s'étendant entre 20 degrés et 160 degrés de l'axe du moteur et 

des données acoustiques ont été mesurées pour plusieurs régimes de fonctionnement du moteur. 

L'hypothèse d'un champ acoustique axisymétrique est équivalente à l'utilisation d'une antenne 

circulaire complète entourant la source, en requérant seulement la moitié du cercle de mesures 

physiques. Cela signifie que l'utilisation d 'une antenne virtuelle le long d ' un cercle complet (34 

microphones) nous fournit des résultats de localisation de source améliorés en comparaison à 

une moitié du cercle (17 microphones). Pour ces 17 microphones, la résolution de la méthode 

hybride est supérieure à la méthode classique. L'analyse des résultats a montré que Clean-SC et 

le Clean-hybride fournissent la meilleure résolution spatiale et la meilleure robustesse de 

solution avec un nombre limité de microphones de mesure en comparaison aux méthodes 

existantes. Cependant, en raison du nombre limité de microphones, nous avons fait le post-

traitement sur les fréquences inférieures à 1 OOOHz. Finalement, en utilisant la formation de voie 

et la méthode hybride, les contributions à la directivité acoustique en champ lointain de l' entrée 

et de la sortie du moteur peuvent être reconstruites. Cependant, le désavantage de ces méthodes 

est qu' elles ne peuvent pas évaluer les niveaux absolus dans les résultats de séparation entrée I 

sortie. 

Recommandations et Perspectives 

La présente thèse peut susciter plusieurs nouvelles avenues de recherche concernant les 

méthodes d'identification de source. Les recherches possibles à l'avenir pourraient se concentrer 

autour des axes suivants : 

1) Cette thèse a exploité une antenne semi-circulaire en champ lointain pour détecter le bruit 

d'entrée / sortie des moteurs d'avion. Une autre option de recherche pourrait se concentrer sur 

d'autres configurations comme une antenne semi-circulaire de double couche de microphones. 

Nous avons effectué une simulation numérique pour une telle configuration. Les résultats 

obtenus ont montré que la résolution des cartographies de puissance de source est plus grande 
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que pour une antenne à simple couche. Ainsi, les recherches futures pourraient porter sur la 

validation de cette configuration par des essais en laboratoire. Puis, cette configuration pourrait 

être appliquée à l'identification du bruit d'entrée/ sortie des moteurs d'avion. 

2) Bien que Clean-SC et le Clean-hybride soient les méthodes les plus performantes dans cette 

étude, elles ne peuvent pas précisément identifier des sources cohérentes. Ainsi, les recherches 

à l'avenir pourraient se concentrer sur le développement d'une méthode qui fonctionne pour des 

sources cohérentes et incohérentes. 

3) Pour distinguer la contribution des sources individuelles en fonction de l'angle en champ 

lointain, les cartographies de directivité normalisées ont été générées. La prochaine étape de 

cette étude peut être l'évaluation des niveaux absolus fournis dans les résultats de séparation 

d'entrée I sortie. 

4) Afin de distinguer la contribution à la directivité en champ lointain des sources individuelles, 

quelques méthodes dont la formation de voie et les méthodes hybrides ont été utilisées. La 

prochaine étape peut être la séparation des contributions champ lointain de sources en utilisant 

Clean-SC et la méthode Clean-hybride. 

Appendix A 

A. Simulation of the Actual Engine Test configuration 
The objective of this section is to validate, is to validate, through simulations, the capability of 

the various methods to separate in let and aft sources representative of an aircraft, using the far-

field certification microphone configuration which is a half-circular array. Figure A 1 shows an 

array configuration which is identical to the real engine test (see Chapter 6). Figure A2 to A8 

illustrates the source power maps of ait source identification methods for 200Hz,500Hz and 

t 000 Hz. Two monopole sources are positioned at [-1,0] and [ 1,0].These results confirm the 
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high performance of the navel methods for a wide range of frequencies of the half-circular array 

configuration. 

Configuration of array Microphones 
45 ---··---------·····------..-----~-----.---····-----------··------; 

• + : • • : • ! • ; 

E - ' ' 0 ---------····-----------···-·--;------------------------ ----···" 
>-

x(m) 

Figure Al: Array configuration that is similar to the real engine test 

Beamfonning Output Beamforming Output Beamforming Output 

Figure A2: Beamforming output for Reft:200Hz, Center: 500 Hz and 
Right: 1 OOOHz 
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Figure A3: Regularized inverse output for Reft:200Hz, Center: 500 Hz and Right: 1 OOOHz 
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Figure A4: Hybrid output for Reft:200Hz, Center: 500 Hz and Right: 1 OOOHz 
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Figure AS: L 1-C IB output for Reft:200Hz, Center: 500 Hz and Right: 1 OOOHz 
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Figure A6: Clean-PSF output for Reft:200Hz, Center: 500 Hz and Right: 1 OOOHz 
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Figure A 7: Clean-SC output for Reft:200Hz, Center: 500 Hz and Right: 1 OOOHz 
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